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I.

INTRODUCTION
This study and report is about boulevard streets.
It starts with a pro-boulevard bias born of experience, a strong suspicion that boulevards have

been getting a "bumrap," and, moreover,that they often represent excellent transportation/design solutions to complexurban movementand land use issues.
During the 1980s in Los Angeles, participating in the design of a major new developmentthrough
which a hlgh-volumearterial road passed, we proposed side access roads to serve the adjoining commercial and residential properties to be developedon each side and to slow and calm the local traffic. Lanewidth standards for the newaccess roads were so wide as to take awaythe local quality desired and, more
Lmportantly, we were advised that intersections along such streets wouldbe exceedingly dangerous. Solvhag the problemswould take so muchspace under operative standards and norms that the idea died. Later,
proposals to modifyan existing arterial street in San Francisco into a boulevard faced the sameobjections
primarily, dangerous intersections and travel and parking lanes held to be too narrow. Finally, during
the field research for the book Great Streets, we had occasion to spend considerable time on a variety of
boulevard streets,

mostly in Paris and Barcelona. Spending hours at intersections, observing them and

the nature of motorist and pedestrian movements,they did not appear to be particularly dangerous.
Rather, the overwhelmingtraffic characteristic at the intersections was adaptation. People simply adapted to what was there and did so safely. Perhaps most importantly, these streets were delightful places
to be. They were, and are, peopled. Pedestrians, local motorists, and those passing through as fast as
they can all seemedto get along together. Andso, this study was born.
A Brief History of the Boulevard
Thoughstrongly rooted in sixteenth-century Italy (particularly

Rome),the boulevards we know

today follow models developed in France (Paris) during the latter half of the nineteenth century when
they were inserted into the existing medieval pattern° In addition to the objectives of beautifying the
city and of asserting the public role of city building, these boulevards were designed to movepeople and
goods through the essentially medieval city fabric that had becomeimpossibly congested, to improve commurtications, to add sanitation lines and other infrastructure systems, and to open up crowdedneighborhoods where social unrest was fermenting. The boulevards also provided building sites for major new
developmentfor a growing middle class. Amongtheir most important functions was that of giving
structure and comprehensionto the whole city, often as large monumentalways that linked important
destinations. These wide streets were conceived"not as a single unit, but as three distinct routes -- the
two sidewalks and the roadwayitself -- separated from each other by rows of trees."1
Boulevardswere imported to the U.S. as a part of both the park movementof the late nineteenth
centre T and the city beautiful movementof the early twentieth century. Coinciding with the rapid
-1-

Figure 1.1. Along the Cours Mirabeau, Boulevard in Aix en Provence, France
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Figure 1.2. An Early Boulevard: K Street, Washington, D.C., at 16th Street.
Taken from a Photograph, in AASHTO
1957, Figure E-16
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expansionof cities, they weremoreassociated in the U.S. with newdevelopment
than with streets cut
through old quarters. Indeed, they were often part arid parcel of land developmentpromotions.Generally wideand invariably tree-lined, in one manifestationthey havegraceful curves, are shadedand cool
in summer,are long, quiet, and lined with large homesset apart on deeplawns, and mayhavea planted
median.Often bulk before the buildings that wereto line them,they wouldgive a sense of goodthings
to cometo the prospective, well-to-doowner.
Types of Boulevards
Ofcourse, manydifferent kinds of streets with manydifferent designswere, and are, called bouleyards. Basically, though, there are three types. Onetype has a widecentral planted medianflanked on
either side by roadways(one in each direction) and sidewalks. Thecentral medianmightbe a pedestrian
promenade,or it mightonce havehad horse trails, or k mightbe simplyplanted, with no walks. Often
street cars were located in the central median. Monument
Avenuein Richmond,Virginia; Fadrmount
Boulevardin ClevelandHeights, Ohio; and DoloresStreet in SanFranciscoare but three of many,many
examplesof such boulevards.
Anothertype of boulevardis really nothingmorethan a street with a wide central roadwayand
with wide,tree-lined sidewalksalongeachside. Calledboulevards,it is the gracioustree planting, the
widewalks, the anticipation of well-designedbuildingsalongthem,and a hoped~forhigh status address,
rather than a distinct cross-section,that characterizesthem.Intersectionson these streets, aside fromthe
amountof traffic they mightbe called uponto handle, are muchlike those of other streets.
Thetype of boulevardweare concernedwith is distinctly different fromthe other two. The
classic boulevardis designedto separatethroughtraffic fromlocal traffic andoften providesspecial pedestrlan ways.Likeother streets, it providesaccessto abuttinguses, but unlike others it is often designed
for recreation.
Theclassic boulevardis characterizedby a central roadway
of at least four lanes, for generallyfast
and non-localtraffic, separatedfromroadwayand pedestrian traffic lanes on either side by mediansthat
contain lines of trees. Themedianscan be of various widths, as are the side accessroads for moving
vehicles and (usually) parking. Mediansmaybe nothing morethan planting strips or they maycontain
walks, benches,transit stops, and evenhorse trails or bike paths. Thesidewalksmayor maynot have
their ownlines of trees°
This classic boulevardis a uniquestreet type, andit is this type of boulevardthat is heldto create
complicated,difficult, and often dangerousintersections. Theseare the streets that seemmostfrowned
uponby present-dayroad design standards and norms.Andyet, this street type directly addressesthe
functional problemsposedby the relationship betweendifferent types of movement
and access on major
urban streets. Wesuspect that boulevardsof this type have beenundulymaligned,even thoughthey
haveoffered and continueto offer a fine approachto graciousurbanliving.
-3°

Figure 1.3. Monument
Avenue, Richmond,Virginia

Figure 1.4. Cross-Section: Monument
Avenue, Richmond,Virginia

.

Figure 1.5. Boulevard St. Michel, Paris
The Decline of Boulevards in the U.S.
As muchas any reason, it mayhavebeena newwayof thinking and of classifying streets, starting
in the 1930s,that has resulted in the declineof boulevardsin the U.S.
Duringthe 1940s,particularly after WorldWar1], the emergingfield of transportation planning
embraced
the notion of functional classifications of streets. In essence,this approachto transportation
planrring,especiallyconcentratingon auto traffic, strove to achievea specializationof urbanstreets according to the movement
fimctions they wereprimarily to serve, and not necessarily for access. Beyondlocal

\

Figure 1.6. A Classic Boulevard: Paseo de Gr&cia, Barcelona, Spain

Figure 1.7. Cross-Section of Paseo de Gr~cia, Barcelona, Spain
accessstreets, therewereto be "collector"
streets, "arterials,.... expressways,"
andultimately"freeways."
Collectorstreets wouldtake traffic fromlocal streets anddeliver it to an arterial, whichmightthenbe
connectedto an expresswayor freeway.Manycombinationswouldbe possible. Eachroadtype was asso-
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ciated with lane-width standards arid norms, curvatures, superelevations, and intersection geometries and
spacing. The ukimate specialized roadwayis the freeway, a road type madeall the more possible by the
extremely well-fimded Federal HighwayAct of 1956,2 and its promise of roughly 90 percent federal
funding for freeways to be part of a nationwide system.
Freewaydesign standards, directed in major part to continuous movementof vehicles and the ultimatein intersection design, the cloverleaf, or a variation of it, that permits no conflicting traffic movements, have had a major influence on design standards and norms used for all streets, of whatever function. Fundingfor freeways, muchmore available than for other street types, has increased the attention
to them and their influence in design terms. Wherefunding has been available for other major urban
streets, generally it has been to makethem more specialized as vebdcle moversin accordance with the
functional classification system.
In this context, one problem with boulevards of the type weare concerned with is that they do
not fit easily into any functional classification category. Analogousto mixedland uses, a victim of city
planr~ing and developmentpreferences and standards since WorldWarII, the boulevard is a mixed-use
public waythat is complexby its very nature, and was therefore discarded.
Boulevardshave also fallen prey to changingstandards of road building. Over the years, there has
been a tendencyto widenlane widths, for example,from eight or nine feet to twelve or thirteen feet.
Acceptable medianwidths have increased, left and right turning lanes have becomestandard, and turning
radii at intersections have becomelarger. Parking lanes have becomewider. Acceptable tree-spacing standards and normshave becomemuchgreater, especially permissible planting distances from intersections.
The reasoning for these changing standards always includes a major safety component. Safety considerations, especially related to boulevards, are often based on geometric and physical assumptionsand applied
logic, not necessarily on observation of real behavior on those streets. These considerations are especially focused at boulevard intersections.

The sheer numbersof possible conflicting movements-- weaves

from side access roads to the central lanes and, vice versa, possible right turns from central lanes across
straight movingtraffic on the access roads, to nametwo examples-- suggest logically that boulevards
must not be as safe as other streets. Our research suggests otherwise.
Study Objectives

and What Follows

Followinga chapter that presents the general methodologiesused in this study, Chapter III addresses two of the five major objectives of the work: to illustrate the physical complexityand richness of
boulevards as settings for humanaction and interaction; and to showthe complexity of movementpatterns on existing boulevards. This long chapter is the product of considerable field research that included measurementsof the physical qualities of boulevards, counts of pedestrian and vehicular traffic, and
extended observation and documentation of behavior, that included time-lapse and video filming.
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Chapter IV addresses a third objective: to corroborate our sense that existing boulevards are riot
less safe than comparablenon-boulevardstreets. To this end, accider~t and traffic volumedata, including
counts carried out in this research, are presented and analyzed.
A fourth objective of this research is to showthat existing rules, guidelines, and normsmakeit
extremelydifficult if not impossible to design goodboulevards today, this despite the existence of examples that are generally held as excellent circulation, shopping,waltdng,living streets that are highly valued
where they exist. In other words, the study addresses a relatively simple but important question: if we
wantedto, could wedesign and build a street that is every bit as goodas one that is generally admired
and held to be of extremely high quality? This is not exactly a new question. It could be asked of many
other widely acclaimed and revered places and things. Nonetheless, it is a goodquestion and, if the
answer is negative --that we could not recreate something we like -- then we should knowwhyand we
should knowif the reasons are sound. That is the subject of Chapter V.
Finally, a major obiective of this research was to investigate hypotheses that might explain the
relationship betweenthe physical qualities of boulevards, their usefulness as communitybuilders, and
their relative safety. This is done in Chapter VI, whichincludes an analysis of the hypotheses, using the
data presented in the preceding chapters.
A concluding chapter ends this report, summarizingthe conclusions and pointing to further
research needs and the prospects for boulevards in this country.
Wedoubt if we will soon see massive highwaybuilding programs of the kind that characterized
the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, and even the 1980s. Certainly weare not likely to see themin built-up urban
areas. The monetaryand social costs of such undertakings are too high and people object mightily to
them if they meanrelocation of residents together with large-scale property destruction. Nonetheless,
we will continue to be called upon to address movement,activity, and land use issues in existing cities
and in the developmentof newplaces. Wedo not necessarily have to invent new types of streets as we
address these issues. Limited funding for freeways mayalso allow the focus to shift from freewaybuilding to other street types. Multiple-purposestreets, streets that are integrated with their surrounding uses of land, are nothing new. Boulevardsare such streets. They deserve to be looked at again for
their usefulness today, not only to movevehicles, but also to satisfy the multiple needs of pedestrians
and local residents. That is an overriding purpose of this study.
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II.

OBJECTIVES

AND METHODS

This chapter presents, generally, the methodsused in carrying out this study. For the most part,
each of the study objectives was associated with one or two overreaching methodsof investigation and
analysis. These are described briefly here. Basically, the methodsinclude a combinationof empirical
data gathered from a variety of public records having to do with traffic volumesand accident data, field
measurementsof streets,

counting of vehicle and pedestrian movements,and a variety of behavior obser-

vation techniques in the boulevards in question, whichinclude documentationin time-lapse film and in
video. Moredetailed exposition of individual research activities and methodsare included in each section of the study, associated with the specific finding of each method.
The Choices of Boulevards
At the outset, the choice of whichboulevards to include in the study followed a rather straightforward, though t/me-consuming, procedure. Choice of the initial

Paris and Barcelona boulevards, Avenue

Montaigneand the Paseo de Gracia, was relatively easy. Previous observation of these streets, as part of
previous research, wassignificant in raising the questions about boulevards in the first place. 3 Both of
these boulevards seemedto be safe. Each is different from the other: AvenueMontaigneis narrow, and
not very long; Paseo de Gr~cia is wider, long, grand in scale, and has muchmore traffic.

Assumingdata

could be found for them, they seemeda natural starting point. Other nearby boulevards in these two
cities wouldfollow.
Beyondthese first choices, U.S. boulevards were sought that could meet a variety of conditions.
Boulevardsin cities of various sizes were sought, as were boulevards with different volumesof traffic. It
wouldbe desirable to find boulevards that passed through different kind of land uses: residential, commercial, and downtownareas. Location in the U.S. was another consideration, representing different climates. Mostimportant was the availability of traffic volumeand accident data for the boulevards to be
studied.
The methodof finding the boulevards was also rather direct. Relying on research team mem*
bers memories,colleagues all over the country were consulted to help namestreets; guide books and
master plans of major UoSocities were scrutinized to see if such streets could be found there. Leads were
followedup with calls to city officials to see if the streets suggestedwereindeed boulevardsof the particular type desired, and if necessary data and base mapsexisted. This part of the study required two to three
months, and never really ended. While in Paris doing field work, a host of boulevards surrounding the
Place Charles de Gaulle was "found," and OceanParkwaywas added to the list quite late after it was "discovered" by two of the researchers while doing field work on Eastern Parkway.
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Objective: To Take as Close a Look as Possible at the Safety of Boulevards Comparedto
Normal Streets
This objective is two-fold. First, it is important to ascertain whetheror not the physical arrangementof boulevards, arid the complexintersections that they create, resuk in more accidents, particularly
in light of the higher mathematical probability of accidents. The working hypothesis was that they do
not. Then, the contribution to safety madeby the rather expansive space standards used in American
streets, as comparedto the tighter conditions that exist on Europeanstreets, had to be assessed, specifically in boulevards.
Thus two levels of comparison were pursued:
1.
2.

Within cities, comparisons between boulevards and non-boulevards to test the
hypothesis that in a similar environmentboulevards are not less safe.
Between European boulevards and American boulevards to show that safety might not
be related to geometric standards.

For each boulevard, traffic

volumes and safety performance was comparedto a similar major

street in the vicinity. This allows the assumptionthat most of the contextual variables are the same, and
the major difference betweenthe streets will be in its physical design, as a boulevardor not.
As far as the data permit, Europeanand Americanboulevards are comparedin terms of their
performanceto see if there is any increase ha capacity and safety that results from the wider and sparser
environment in Americanstreets.
It is important to reiterate here that the mainhypothesisis that boulevardsare not less safe than
ordinary streets. It is not claimedthat they are safer than ordinary streets. Also, it is desirable to show
that they are able to handle as muchtraffic as an ordinary street of equivalent width. These were the two
main argumentsagainst boulevards, and the main purpose of this study was to see whether these arguments have a basis in reality. However,in the latter part of the report further analysis of the waysthat
boulevards work is carried out in some detail, as a way of explaining the phenomenaobserved, and to
argue for their re-adoption on the basis of their positive merits.
Objective: To Illustrate the Physical Complexity and Richness of Boulevards as Settings for
a Multitude of Possibilities for HumanAction and Interaction.
This objective was pursued through detailed field observations and measurementsof streets in
question. Then, by mappingboth boulevards and selected "control" streets at a similar scale, the differences can be more immediately perceived. Important physical measures that determine the organization
of these streets, and their location in the city, are also included.
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Objective: To Illustrate and Analyze the Complexityof MovementPatterns on Existing Boulevards.
This objective has to do in part with demonstratingthe adaptability of people, drivers, and
pedestriansin complex
situations, and howthey deal with situations that are potentially less safe than
on normalstreets.
Invariably, the informationsuppliedto us by the planningand traffic engineeringdepartmentsof
the vaa’iouscities, whichwasusedto compare
the safety of boulevardsto control streets, wasnot of sufficient detail to allowan understandingof the waythat the physicalenvironment
of a street affects its
movement
patterns, howit is that the boulevardsactually function, and whatis it in the physical design
of a boulevardthat makesit safe or unsafe. For example,traffic counts werevolumesexpressedin average d~fily travel (ADT)for the wholeboulevard,and did not differentiate betweentraffic on the main
thoroughfareand the side streets. Pedestrian counts wererarely available. Thedifferent crossing movementspossible in boulevardswere not documented.Often, exact location of accidents wasnot known.
To begin this inquiry two methodswere used:
1. Countingpedestriansand cars to augmentstatistics.
2. Observationand film and video documentation.
Detailed counts of pedestrian and car movements
were performed,covering all the various movementpossibilities that exist on boulevards.Similar counts wereundertakenon mostof our control
streets. Dueto the limited resourcesof this research, however,these counts are only suggestiveof
orders of magnitude.
Pedestrian and driver behaviorwasobservedand recordedon video tape and in time-lapse photographyto permitdeeperprobingof the patterns of movement,
as well as its rhythms,its flowcharacteristics, and recurringconflicts andthe waysthey are resolvedby the peoplein the streets. This research
and observationhas beenextensive. In all, aboutnine hours of time-lapsephotographycoveringa total
of eight streets weretaken; in addition, about16 hours of videofootageis in hand, documenting
behavior
on boulevardsand their normal"control" streets.
It is our intention to producea short documentary
that describesthis research and showsselections of this footageas a companion
to this report.
Objective: To ReviewExisting Rules, Standards, and Normsand Their Impact on the Design of
Existing ExemplaryBoulevards.
Basically, this objectivehad its sourcein a doubt:wouldit be possible to designand build today
a boulevardwhichis similar in physicalfeatures to those that are generallyheld in high regard.
Themethodchosento do this is to showthe effects of present road geometricdesign guidelines
and normswouldhave on two particular boulevards: the Paseo de Gr~icia in Barcelona, and the Avenue
Montaigne
in Paris. This is doneby plotting, in plan and in section, or showingin tables and describing
in wordsthe spatial and physicaleffects of applyingthe guidelines containedin Guidelinesfor Urban
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MajorStreet Design,publishedby the Institute of TransportationEngineers(ITE), and several other key
4texts relevantto boulevards.
Objective: To Investigate Preliminary HypothesesThat Explain the Physical ElementsMost Likely
to MakeBoulevardsSafe.
Thedata accumulatedin this study has not been extensive enough,or consistent enoughbetween
cities, to enablea statistical multivariateanalysisof the effect of variousphysicalgeometrieson accident
rates. Whathas been doneis to synthesize our traffic volumeand accident data, the physical documentation, and the records of behaviorpatterns on boulevardsinto somegeneral observationson the way
that boulevardswork.To achievethis, weposited someinitial observations, and proceededto analyze
whetherthe evidencesupported those observations; as moreevidenceaccumulated,wecontinued to
refine the observations.
Amoredetailed description of eachmethodis to be foundin the individual chapters that describe
eachpart of the study.
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III.

THE PHYSICAL
FORMS OF THE BOULEVARDS AND OF THE CONTROL
STREETS
AND ANALYSIS
OF MOVEMENT PATTERNS
This chapter consists of four parts. First is a description of the process by whichboulevards and

control streets were identified and selected for inclusion in this study. This is followed by a description
of the’. field-observation methodsused to gather detailed informationabout the physical characteristics,
movementpatterns, and behavior on someof the streets.

The third section, which makes up the bulk

of this chapter, consists of stre&-by-street descriptions of eight boulevardsand control streets whichwere
selected for detailed illustration.

Plans, sections, and movement
diagrams, prepared from field observa-

tions, are presented for each boulevard. The final section comparesthe physical characteristics of the
boulevards and the behavior that occurs on them, and presents some preliminary conclusions based on
these comparisons.
Boulevard and Control Street Selection
The Boulevards
The boulevards included in this study were chosen in several ways. First, two of them -- the
Paseo de Gr~cia in Barcelona and the AvenueMontaigne in Paris -- were well-known, having been
observedand studied as part of the research for Great Streets. It was important to learn moreabout them.
Meetingswith colleagues, students, and friends produced the namesand locations of other boulevards
that might be studied. Exampleswere pursued that wouldillustrate
somein big cities,

boulevards in various contexts:

somein small cities, somethat were commercial,and somethat were residential.

Data wascollected for a total of 19 boulevards. Included were eight streets in the United States:
the Grand Concourse, Queens Boulevard, Eastern Parkway, and Ocean Parkway in NewYork City;
K Street in Washington, D.C.; Southern Parkwayin Louisville, Kentucky; The Esplanade in Chico,
California; and Shattuck Avenuein Berkeley, California. Data was also collected for 11 boulevards in
two European cities:

the Avenue Montaigne, Avenue des ChampsElys&, Boulevard de CourceUes,

Avenue Franklin D. Roosevelt, Avenue George V, Avenue Marceau, Avenue d’I6na, and Avenue
K16berin Paris; and the Paseo de Gr~cia, the Diagonal, madthe Gran Via in Barcelona.
The Control Streets
Control streets selected are near the boulevards (as near as could be found) and are as similar
possible to the boulevard under consideration, differing mainly in geometry. Streets were sought in the
same.’Lrea of the city as the boulevards, of similar length and function, whichcarry similar traffic volumes, arid for whichit was possible to get data. It wasoften not possible to matchbuilding quality, land
uses, arid landscape features on the control streets with the boulevards in question.
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Data Collected
Accidentdata wascollectedfor all the boulevardsandcontrol streets, andan analysisof this informationis presentedin the next chapter. Field observations,undertakenon selected streets, are presented
later in this chapter,
Field Observationof Selected Streets
Field observationsweremadeon as manyof the boulevardsand control streets as time and money
allowed, whichincluded over half of the boulevardsidentified above.For each boulevardobserved,
three interrelated studies were undertaken.Whentime allowed, similar studies were undertakenon the
control streets, althoughobservationson themtendedto be simplified.
1.

Physical Features Observation and Mapping

Anunderstandingof the boulevardwasgainedby first traveling alongit to get a sense of the
whole,in its context, and then by choosingone or twolocations for in-depth study. Oneor two intersections wereselected for detailed observationof movement
patterns, and the physical qualkies of the
street were noted for one or moreblocks each wayfromthe intersection under consideration. This
includedstreet width, cross-sectionconfiguration,traffic and crosswalkconfigurations,tree spacingand
canopysize, building and store entrances, ground-floortransparencyor opaqueness,building height,
street lighting, street furrfiture, and land use. This informationwasusedto preparescale plans on which
observedvehicle and pedestrian behaviorwasmapped,as well as cross-sections.
2.

Volume and MovementObservations and Mapping

Volumeand movement
observations of both vehicles and pedestrians were taken at one or two
intersections alongeach boulevard,and, whentime allowed,on the control streets as well. Observations
weremadeat relatively busytimes but not necessarily at peakhours. In general, mostobservationswere
taken neither at high peaks nor low troughs. It wouldhavebeenpreferable to coUectall the data during
peak hours, but this was not possible. To someextent, moneyconstrained howmuchcould be done.
Vehicle Observation
At each intemectionunderconsideration, averagetraffic speed wasmeasured,traffic volumeswere
counted, and traffic movements
recorded. Wherepossible, averagetraffic speed wasdeterminedby driving alongthe boulevard-- both in the center and on the accessroads-- with the flowof traffic, andrecording the speed at several locations at regular intervals. Averagespeed wasthen computed.For both the
boulevardsand cross-streets, vehicle volumeswere counted, as were turning movements.
Typically, the
counts weredonesequentially by direction. Usually, a I5-rninute countwasmadefor one direction, then
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another 15-minute count for the opposite direction, and so on. Often, one researcher observed cars
traveling in the center roadwaywhile at the same time a second researcher observedcars traveling in the
same direction on the access road.
Of particular interest were movements,whether legal or not, that created potential conflicts
between traffic on or comingfrom the side access roads and traffic on or comingfrom the central roadway. Such movementsmight include right-hand turns from the center roadwayacross the access road,
and U-turns from a side access road across the center roadway.
Pedestrian Observation
At each intersection

under consideration, pedestrian volumes and movementswere counted and

mapped. Fifteen-minute volume counts both at mid-block and at the crossing were taken. Counts were
usually done by a team of two researchers, with several counts occurring simultaneously. Oneresearcher
counted pedestrians movingalong the sidewalk at mid-block on one side of the street. If pedestrians were
walking along the median, these were noted separately. At the same time, the second researcher made
two or more counts showingwhat happenedat the intersection:

one count of pedestrians crossing the

side street on the sameside of the block, one count of persons crossing the boulevard from or to that
side of the block, and a count of crossings from medianto median, if this occurred. The researchers
then movedto the opposite side of the street and performedsimilar counts.
Initially,

information on pedestrian movementsapproachingintersections was recorded by ran-

domlyselecting pedestrians traveling in a particular direction and mappingtheir movementson a prepared
base mapof the intersection. As the study progressed, this information proved less useful than the other
observations, and was not pursued. The mappingthat was done was carried out by a team of two researchers for a 30-minute period. One researcher would select from pedestrians comingfrom one direction,
while the second researcher wouldselect from pedestrians comingin an opposite or cross-direction. This
methodwasthen repeated, focusing on other directions as required, to get as completea picture of pedestrian movementas possible. For each pedestrian observed, the researcher noted particulars about the
person and his/her movement,such as sex, approximate age (young, middle-aged, etc.),
were walking alone or with others, the pace of movement(i.e.,

whether they

whether relaxed or hurried), wherestops

were made, and what the purpose of the stops seemedto be.

Mapping
All of the movementarid volume data were mapped. Vehicle and pedestrian volumes were mapped
together on one mapto illustrate

relative volumesand potential areas of conflicts. Volumesare shown

by bands of varying width, with greater width indicating greater volume. Direction of movementrepresented is indicated by arrows on the volumebands.
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Wherepedestrian movements
were taken, they were mappedseparately. A single mapshowsthe
movements
of all the pedestrians observedcomingfroma particular direction. Eachpedestrian movementis shownwith a single line, with lines layering uponeach other and overlappingas necessary. A
heavydot at one end of the line showsthe point at whichthe pedestrian cameunder observation, an
arrowat the other endof the line showsthe direction of travel. If a pedestrianstopped(either to sit or
pausewhilewalking),this is indicated by a swirl. Thesemapsgive a goodrepresentationof the cumulative general movement
along the street at a given time. Since movements
were only observedon a few
streets, these mapshavenot beenincludedas part of this report.
3.

Time-LapseFilm and Video

Time-lapsefilm and video weretaken of each street included in the study. Thefilms/videos were
initially usedto help analyzehowdifferently configuredboulevardswork,whatthe conflict points are,
and howvehicles and pedestrians typically act. Later, concentrationshifted to videofootagethat could
be used to study movements
and to record typical behaviorthat can be used in a video about boulevards.
Time-LapseFilm
Time-lapsefilm is helpful to give a sense of the overall movement
patterns alonga street. Patterns
that mightbe undetectablein real time becomeapparentin compressedtime. Experiencesuggestedthat a
goodplace to fiLmis fromthe third floor of a building, either focusedon an intersection or a widerarea
to encompass
moreof the street. Thethird-floor vantage-pointprovidesa comprehensive
viewbut is still
low enoughfor a viewerto feel part of the action. Footagefromrooftops wastaken whenlower locations werenot possible. This footage, thoughmoreremoved,also showsoverall patterns.
Time-lapsefilming wasalso undertakenat groundlevel, with the cameraset-up either on the sidewalkor a median.This footageis dynamicto watch,since the vieweris in the action, but it is hard to
get a sense of the large picture. It showspedestrianactivity well but has limits for showingcar movements,since only one or twolanes can be observed.
Video
Severaltypes of videofootage weremade.Street leveI footage includes sometaken froma stationary point of view, somefollowingspecific car and pedestrian movements,
street pans, and walking
alongwith the camerato iUustrate the pedestrian experienceof the street. Wherepossible, footage was
also taken fromabovestreet level, preferablyfroma third-floor vantagepoint. Finally, in order to get
the driver’s experienceof the street, videosweremadefromthe passengerseat of a car whiledriving
downthe center and the access roads, and while makingtransition movements.
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Street-by-Street

Descriptions and Analyses of MovementPatterns

Eight of the boulevardson whichfield observationsweremadewereselected for detailed illustration becausethey representa broadspectrumof boulevardpossibilities in termsof size, configuration,use,
function, and location. Included are the GrandConcourseand OceanParkwayin NewYorkCity, the
AvenueMontaigneand BoulevardCourcelles in Paris, the Paseo de Gr~ciaand Diagonalin Barcelona, K
Street in Washington,D.C., and the Esplanadein Chico(two big cities, two mecl/um-sized
cities, and
one small city). Five of the streets are majorarterials (the GrandConcourse,OceanParkway,and the
Esplanade,whichare primarily residential, and the BoulevardCourcellesand the Diagonal,whichhave
mixeduses), two are majorshoppingstreets (AvenueMontaigneand the Paseode Gr~cia), and one is
downtown
commercialstreet (K Street).
Followingis a street-by-street descriptionof eachof these boulevardsandcontrol streets, giving
the urbancontext of each, together with physical dimensionsand particular activities alongthe boulevard, suchas land uses, planting patterns, whetheror not there is public transit, and the like. Plans and
sectionsof the boulevardsare presented,as well as sectionsof the control streets. Alsoincludedare descriptions of the behaviorobservedon the boulevardsand diagramsof the movement
patterns on them,
taken fromfield observations.
It should be notedthat physical dimensionsare basedon pacing and are therefore approximate.
Countspresentedare volumesper hour, interpolated fromshorter counts, typically of I5 minutes.
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Boulevard #1
THE ESPLANADE,

CHICO,

CALIFORNIA

(smallcity, majorarterial, primarilyresidential)
Urban Context
Chicois a small city in the central valley of California, located about75 milesnorth of Sacramento.TheEsplanadeis a majornorth/southtraffic street, serving the city but also acting as a regional
through-wayin its function as the State Highway
99 business route. It has a boulevardconfigurationfor
about 15 blocks near the downtown
area, whereit is predominantlyresidential with somepockets of
neighborhoodcommercialand somemedical offices. Mostof the residences are bungalow-typehouses,
with somenewer2-3 story apartmentcomplexesmixedin. This street is unusualin that it wasnot
originally a boulevard,but wasreconfiguredto be one in the 1950s. Residentsof Chicohave voted the
Esplanadethe best street in the city for manyyears.

\

Figure 3.1. Urban Context Map of Chico
Scale: 1:50,000
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Control Street
MangroveStreet was selected as the control street. It runs parallel to the Esplanade, five blocks
to the east. It carries two lanes of traffic in each direction, plus a left-turn lane, within its 63- to 67-footwide roadway. The length observed, near First Avenue, is predominantly a commercial strip.

It was

selected as a control street primarily becauseit carries a similar amountof traffic to the Esplanadeand
most of it is through traffic.

The uses along the street are very different than on the Esplanade. No

other predominantlyresidential street in Chico carries nearly the traffic volumeof the Esplanade.
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Figure 3.2. The Esplanade: Section
Approximate Scale: 1" = 40’ or 1:500

Figure 3.3. Mangrove Street: Section
Approximate Scale: 1" =40’ or 1:500
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Boulevard

Description

® Thestreet right-of-way is I65 feet.
® Residences are typically set back 25 feet to 30 feet from the curb. Commercialbuildings are typically set back approximately10 feet from the curb, at the sidewalk edge.
® The64-foot center traffic-way has two lanes in each direction (13.5-foot lanes) with left-turn lanes
every other intersection, cut into the 10-foot-widecenter median,whichis sparsely planted with trees.
® The medians separating the access roads from the center roadwayare of different widths. The western
one is approximatelyten feet wide, while the eastern one is substantially wider, typically 28 feet wide.
This median originally carried a railroad track, whichhas been removed.
Right-turn lanes are cut into the eastern medianat intersections.
® The medians are planted with mature deciduous trees at 30 to 35 feet on-center, intermixed London
Planes and Sycamores.The canopies from these trees arch over the access roads, often joining with
canopies of similar but less regularly spacedtrees in a sidewalk planting strip. Generally, the trees
are set back from the intersection from 28 feet to 48 feet, but they are sometimesmuchcloser.
® The marginal access roads on each side are narrow, typically 20 feet, providing one lane of parallel
parking and one through lane (10-foot lanes). At some commercialareas, the access road widens
approximately 28 feet for diagonal parking.
Typically, 10-foot-wideside planting strips separate the sidewalkfrom the access road, although this is
not consistent. Sometimesthere is a 4-foot-wide side planting strip and sometimesthere is none at all.
Local bus lines run on the side access roads as well as in the central lanes, but stops are on the access
ro.’tds.

L~tersection movementbetweenthe center and the access roads is not restricted.
The center and the cross-streets are controlled by signal lights at every secondintersection, at First
Avenue,Third Avenue,etco At these intersections, left-hand turns are not allowed from the center.
There are no controls at the alternating intersections whereleft turns are allowed°
® Signal timing is set for 28 m.p.h, in the center°
® Theaccess roads are controlled separately, with a stop sign at every intersection.
® Cross street traffic waits at the medianedge.
Behavior

and Movement Observations

Intersections

Observed

® First Avenue: two-way, high traffic,
® Second Avenue: two-way, low traffic,

signalized
non-signalized

Observations Taken
® Late afternoon, weekday, summer
Note: Pedestrian counts were not madebecause there were very few pedestrians.
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Observations
®Almostall the traffic travels in the center. For example,at First Avenuean average northboundvolumeper hour of 896wascountedin the center and 20 in the access road; an average southbound
volumeper hour of 844wascountedin the center and 24 in the access road.
* Verylittle traffic travels alongthe access roads for morethan one block. Onlyeight northbound
and four southboundthrough vehicles per hour were counted.
® Traffic travels muchsloweron the access roads then k does in the center: an averagespeedof 21
m.p.h, wasobsenredon the access roads comparedwith 31 m.p.h, in the center. Vehiclesin the
access roadshaveonly one blockin whichto build up speed, since there are stop signs at everyintersection, whereascars in the center roadwayhaveat least twoblocks in whichto build up speed,
since signals occuronly everyother intersection.
* Theseparate controls at intersections permitpotential conflicts, but peoplerecognizethis and act
cautiously at intersections. Themainconflict is betweendrivers on the center roadwaymakinga
right-handturn on a greenlight and drivers on the accessroad goingstraight or makinga left-hand
turn fromthe stop sign. In general, the center roadwaydriver makesthe right turn morecautiously
whenthere is a car on the accessroad at or approachingthe intersection. (Thedriver looks to see
whatthe access road driver is planningto do, slowsdown,waits.) In general, the access road driver
is very cautious aboutentering the intersection, lookingin moredirections than whenat a normal
intersection. Thedriver mustlook backover his/her left shoulderto see if there is traffic approaching in the center roadway,especiallyif the light is green,andmustalso lookto see if a left-hand turn
is in process(an unusualdirectionto lookin, acrossseverallanes of traffic).
o Onthe east side, with the widermedian,cars on cross streets pull up to the center roadwayto wait
for a green-light. When
traffic is henW,morethan several cars are waitingand the accessroad throughwaybecomesblocked. Whenthis happens,drivers on the access road intending to proceedstraight
will often give up and turn right instead. Sometimes
the drivers of waitingcars notice the situation
and backup or pull forwardto allow the car on the access road to maneuverthrough. Whentraffic
is light and only one or twocars backup, access road drivers wishingto go straight simplymaneuver
aroundwaiting cars. Busesfrequently makethis maneuveras well.
" In general, there are not manypedestrianson the street.
* Bicyclesuse the accessroads.
® Generally, illegal moveswerenot observed.
* For pedestrians,there is a strong sense of beingin a no-man’s-land
whencrossinga cross-street.
Cross-walkmarkingsdo not exist, so a specific pedestrian zoneis not identified. Onefeels vulnerable to traffic comingfrom manydirections.
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Figure 3.5. The Esplanadeat First Avenue: Vehicle MovementDiagram

&24

Figure 3.6. The Esplanade at Second Avenue: Vehicle MovementDiagram
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Boulevard #2
K STREET, WASHINGTON, D.C.
(mediumcity, downtowncommercial street)
Urban Context
KStreet is an important east-west downtown
commercialstreet running several blocks north of
the WhiteHouse.It is a boulevardfor I0 or 11 blocks along its central section, that links MountVernon
Squarewith WashingtonCircle. Accessroads occur only on one side for several blocks adjacent to
FranLlhaSquareand McPherson
Squareparks, wherethe park extends to the edge of the center roadway.Thestreet is lined with 8- to 12-story office buildings, with someresidential apartments,and has
both large and small commercialuses at the groundfloor.

AVtkk/~

Figure 3.7. Urban Context Mapof Washington, D.C.
ApproximateScale: 1:50,000
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Figure 3.8. K Street: Section
ApproximateScale: 1"~40’ or 1:500
Control Street
PennsylvaniaAvenue,Constitution Avenue,L Street, and I Street wereall used as control
streets for KStreet, the first twobecausethey are streets of similar prominence
whichcarry similar
amountsof traffic as KStreet, andthe latter twobecausethey are nearby parallel streets. Physical
measurements
of the control streets werenot undertakenbecauseof time constraints.
Boulevard Description
Thestreet is characterizedby its busycommercialnature and sparsely planted medians.
Thestreet right-of-wayis 150feet, andbuildingsare generallyat the propertyline.
Blocklength varies from400feet to 500feet.
Thecenter roadwayis 48 feet wideand consists of 2 lanes in each direction plus left-turn lanes
squeezedin at intersections(9.5-foot to 12-foot-widelanes).
-28-

® Theside mediansare approximately12 feet wideand planted sparsely, with a rowof trees at 30 feet
to 40 feet on-center.
Theaccessroads are 19 feet, allowingone throughlane and one lane of parallel parking(9.5-footwidelanes).
Sidewalksare typically 20 feet wide, with a rowof smalltrees at the curb line.
Intersection movement
is restricted. Noright turns are allowedfromthe center, and vehicles on the
access road are not supposedto enter the center.
¯

Transitions fromthe center into and fromthe access road are supposedto occur only at mid-block
breaks in the median.Thesebreaks are wide, with a clear passageof 30 feet to 50 feet. Typical
blocks contain twobreaks, one towardthe beginningfor vehicles to enter the access road, and
anotherfurther alongfor vehicles to exit.

Behavior and MovementObservations
Intersection Observed
¯ 19th Street: one-waysouthbound, signalized
® 16th Street: two°way,signalized
Observations Taken
® Mid-morningto early afternoon, weekday,winter, cold
Observations
¯ Themajorityof traffic travels in the center, but a considerableamountalso travels on the accessroads.
At eastbound19th Street, 1,212 per hour werecountedin the center, comparedto 508 per hour in
the access road; westbound,904 per hour were countedin the center, comparedto 312 per hour in
the accessroad.
" Muchof the access road traffic seemsto be vehicles getting readyto makea right-handturn, since
this movement
is restricted from the center. For example,of 508 vehicles per hour traveling along
the southernaccess road, 312 turned at the cross street and only 180continuedthrough.
Medianbreaks, althoughdirectionally angled, are often used by vehicles makingthe opposite movement. For instance, at one location 24 vehicles per hour wereobservedentering througha break

¯

that is supposedto be only an exit. At the sametime, 44 vehicles per hour exited throughthe same
break.It is interestingto note that of the latter, 12 madeillegal U-turnsacrossthe center.
Pedestrian volumeswere quite high: at 19th Street, 2,516 pedestrians per hour werecountedwalking alongthe sidewalksand 1,940 pedestrians per hour werecountedcrossing the boulevard.
Whentraffic allowed, manypedestrians crossedto the access road medianagainst the light, and then
waiteduntil the light turnedto cross the center.
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Figure 3.9. K Street at 19th Street: Plan
ApproximateScale: 1"= 80’ or I:1,000
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Figure 3.10. K Street: Vehicle MovementDiagram at lgth St.
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Figure 3.11. K Street:

Pedestrian

MovementDiagram at 19th St.
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Figure 3.12. K Street at 16th Street: Plan
Approximate Scale: 1"=80’ or 1:1,000
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Figure 3.13. K Street at 16th Street: Vehicle Movement
Diagram

Figure 3.14. K Street at 16th Street: Pedestrian Movement
Diagram
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New York Boulevards
Field observationsweremadeon all four of the NewYorkCity boulevardsincluded in this
study: the GrandConcoursein the Bronx, QueensBoulevardin Queens, and Eastern Parkwayand
OceaJaParkwayin Brooklyn. Of these, the GrandConcourseand QueensBoulevardare similar in
terms of character, size, and traffic volume,while OceanParkwayand Eastern Parkwayare similar in
the sameaspects. Oneof each similar pair -- the GrandConcourseand OceanParkway-- waschosen
for detailedillustration here.
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Figure 3.15. Urban Context Map of New York City
Approximate Scale: 1:100,000
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Boulevard #3
GRAND CONCOURSE, BRONX, NEW YORK CITY
(big city, majorarterial, mainlyresidential)
Urban Context
TheGrandConcourseis a major north-south throughwayof the Bronx;k has a boulevardconfiguration for mostof its 4o1/2-milelength. Thestreet is predominantly
residential, often lined with five- to
six-story apartmentbuildings, with someshops, usually occurring at the corners. TheBronxMuseum
is
locateAat 161st Street, and alongits southernend the street runs alonga majorlocal park. Amajorsubwayline runs belowthe street for a goodpart of its length. Socio-economically,
the area is stable, having
declinedconsiderablyin its physicalmaintenance
characteristics since the 1950s.Longa rrfiddle-class,
predominantlyJewish area, most of the surrounding neighborhoodsare nowoccupied by lower-income
blacks and Hispanics.
Control Streets
Twonearbystreets that carry similar traffic volumesare consideredas control streets: Jerome
Avenue,whichruns parallel several blocksto the west, and WebsterStreet, whichruns parallel several
blocks to the east. AlthoughWebsterStreet wasmoresimilar to GrandConcoursein use, buildings on
Jerome,in the area that doesnot havean elevatedrailwayover it, seemto be in a less deterioratedcondition than the uses and buildings surroundingWebster.It wouldhaveprovendifficult to carry out field
workon Webster.
Jeromehas a mixture of residential and strip commercialdevelopment.To the north of 168th
Street, an elevated subwayruns over the street. Observationsweretaken at 165thStreet, in the section
withoutthe overhead,wherethe street is lined alongone side with seven-to eight-story residential buildings and along the other by a park. Withina 60-foot roadway,JeromeAvenuecarries twolanes of traffic
in each direction and parkinglanes on both sides.
Boulevard Description
¯ Thestreet right-of-wayis 175feet, and buildingsare generallybuilt to the propertyline.
¯ Blocklength varies considerablyalong the street.

¯

Thecenter roadwayis 50 feet wide, accommodating
twothrough lanes in each direction plus a leftturn lane (10-footlanes).
Thepavedmediansare 7.5 feet wide, and are generally planted in a randomfashion with a variety of
large and small trees. Somesections, however,are planted with closely spacedmatureLondonPlan
trees, remnants,perhaps, of an earlier planting schemenowlost. Muchof the medianpavingis
brokenup by large grates coveringvents for the subwaythat runs belowthe street.
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Figure 3.16. Urban Context Mapof The Bronx
ApproximateScale: 1:50,000
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Figure 3.17. GrandConcourse: Section
Approximate
Scale: 1"= 40’ or 1:500
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Figure 3.18. JeromeAvenue:Section
Approximate
Scale: 1" - 40’ or 1:500
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The35-feet-wideaccessroads allowtwolanes of throughtraffic and one parkinglane (11.5-foot-wide
lanes; notethat this is widerthan the center lanes).
® 20-foot sidewalkson either side are planted randomlywith an assortmentof trees.
¯ Stair accessto the subwayoccursat the sidewalk,as do transit stops.
® Mostof the street lighting is in the formof tall cobra-headsin the medians,spacedat approximately
100feet on-center.
® Intersection movement
is restricted. Traffic is not allowedto mergefromthe center into the access
roads, or vice versa. Right-handsturns are not allowedfromthe center, nor are left~handturns from
the access roads. Transitions betweenthe center and the access roads occur at mid-blockbreaks in
the medians.
® At mostintersections, the center, the accessroads, andthe cross-streets are all controlledby signal
lights.
Behavior and MovementObservations
Intersection Observed
¯ 167thStreet: two-way,high traffic, signalized
Observations Taken
® Late afternoon, weekday, summer
Behavior Observed
® It appearsthat almostas muchtraffic travels on the accessroads as in the center. Anaveragenorthboundvolumeper hour of 856 wascountedin the center arid 792 in the access road. Anaverage
southboundvolumeper hour of 652wascountedin the center and 500 in the access road.
¯ It appearedthat traffic often travels nearly as fast on the accessroadsas in the center, thoughno
speed measurements
weretaken. Travel on the access road on a snowywinter day, in a taxi, for at
least 20 blocks,wasat least as fast as that on the center lanes.
¯ Intersection movement
restrictions are by and large respected by motorists, althoughsomeillegal
turns were observed.
® Of the cross-street traffic turning onto the Concourse,there wereas manyor moreturns into the
access roads as into the center. For example,goingeastbound,60 vehicles turned fight into the
accessroad and four turned right into the center, while52 eachmadeleft turns into the center and
accessroad.
® Pedestrianactivity is fairly high: crossingsof the boulevardat a rate of 864personsper hour was
observed.
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® Considerable mid-block jaywalking was observed, possibly linked to the fact that this street has very
long blocks.
® Fewpedestrians walk along the medians. Their narrowness, and the fact that no activities

occur

there, such as transit access, meanthere is no reason to be there.
Pedestrians do not treat the access roads any differently then the center roadway.This is a fastmovingrealm, clearly meant for cars. The pedestrian realm ends at the sidewalk.
Manyof the vehicles using the access roads are gypsy cabs.
® Despite fast traffic on the access roads, people jaywalkacross themwheneverthey think it safe, to
get to the medians.
¯

Youngsters especially tend to jaywalk.
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Figure 3.19. GrandConcourse: Plan
Approximate
Scale: 1"=80’ or 1:1,000
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Figure 3.20. GrandConcourse: Vehicle MovementDiagram
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Figure 3.21. GrandConcourse: Pedestrian MovementDiagram
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Boulevard #4
OCEAN PARKWAY
(big city, majorarterial, residential)
Urban Context
Alongwith Eastern Parkway,OceanParkwayis one of two parkwaysdesigned by Frederick Law
Olmstedwhichwerebuik in Brooklynin the 1870s. It wasconceivedas a "shadedgreen ribbon" pleasure
drive linking Prospect Park with the public beachat ConeyIsland. Todayit serves as a majornorth/
south trafficway, at its northernend turning into the ProspectExpressway
whichleads to the QueensBrooklynExpressway.It has a bouIevardconfiguration for most of ks over-four-milelength. The
street is primarilyresidential; the section of the street observed,aroundDitmas,is lined with seven-to
eight-story apartmentbuildings.
Control Street
LindenBoulevardwaschosenas the control street for OceanParkwaybecauseit is very similar
in use’ andfunction°Lindenruns perpendicularto Oceanto the northeast. It is a tree-lined street of primarily residential apartmentbuildings, with somesmall-scale commercialuses at the corners. Most
builclings are uniformlyset backfromthe right of wayin a mannersimilar to Ocean.
WitbAn
a 50-foot roadway,Lindencarries twolanes of traffic in each direction plus parkingon
bothsides.
Boulevard Description
® Theright-of-wayis 210feet, but the street appearswiderbecausebuildingsare uniformlyset back30
feet on eachside.
Typicalblocklength is 700to 800feet.
Thecenter roadwayis 70 feet widewith 3 lanes in eachdirection plus a left-turn lane (10-foot-wide

lanes).

.

Mediansare 30 feet wideand planted with two rowsof maturedeciduoustrees, at approximately25
feet on-center, roughlylined up across the street. Thetrees are a variety of types includingmaple,
oak, sycamore,and elm.
Generousbenches,each 20 feet long, line one side of both mediansbetweenthe trees.
Theaccessroads are 25 feet, allowingonethroughlane and parallel parkingalongboth sides (8.3foot lanes).
Sidewalksare typically 15 feet wideand in places havea four-foot planting strip. Largeand small
trees of various types are planted somewhat
randomlyalong the curb!inc.
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Figure 323. Ocean Parkway: Section
Approximate Scale: 1" = 40’ or 1:500
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Figure 3.24. Linden Boulevard: Section
Approximate Scale: 1" =40’ or 1:500
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® Withinthe 30-foot set-back, front yardsare plantedwith grass, shrubs, or flowers, and, often,
ornamentaltrees.
® Street iighting comesfrom somewha~
randomlyspacedcobra fixtures, someon the mediansand
someon the sidewalks.Thereis rio pedestrian-scalelighting.
Transit stops occuron sidewalks,and local busesrun on the accessroads.
Movements
betweenthe center, the access roads, and the cross-streets are unrestricted. Driversare
allowed to makeany turning movement.
® Thecenter and the cross-streets are controlledby signal lights. Theaccessstreets are controlledby
stopsigns.
Behavior and MovementObservations
BoulevardIntersection Observed
®DitmasStreet: two-way,signalized
Observations Taken
¯ Mid-morning, weekday, summer
Observations
Observationsindicate that OceanParkwaycarries a very high volumeof traffic, almostall of whichis
carried in the center. For example,northbound1,928 vehicles per hour were countedin the center
versus 116 vehicles per hour in the access roads; southbound,1,420 vehicles per hour werecounted
in the center versus 128vehicles per hourin the access road. Boththe total numbersof vehicles and
the split betweenaccess roads and center lanes are markedlydifferent than on the GrandConcourse,
all the moreso consideringthat these counts are not in the peaktravel hoursand that the Grand
Concoursecounts are.
Althoughit wasnot possible to take actual speedmeasurements,
it waseasy to see that traffic moves
muchsloweron the accessroads than it doesin the center.
® In order to makea leftohandturn out froman access road, drivers pull into the spacedefinedby the
medianandthen wait for the cross-street light to turn greenbeforeproceeding.Cross-street traffic
waits behindthe crosswalkat the sidewalk.
® Thereis a reasonableamountof pedestrianactivity or, the street, givenits residential nature. 376
pedestrians per hour werecountedwalkingalong the sidewalksand medians,and 252 pedestrians
per hour were countedcrossing the boulevard.
®
Themediansare used as gathering spots. Manypeople, particularly older people, sit on benches,
usually in groupsof twoor three, or gather arounda table to play cards. Manybicyclists use the
mediansas bike paths, and there are numbersof peoplestroIiing leisurely.
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Figure 3.25. Ocean Parkway: Plan
ApproximateScale: 1"=80’ or 1:1,000
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Figure 3.26.

Ocean Parkway: Vehicle MovementDiagram
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Figure 3.27.

Ocean Parkway: Pedestrian MovementDiagram
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The Paris Boulevards
Field observations were madeon five Parisian boulevards° Of these, the AvenueMontaigneand
the BoulevardCourcelleswerechosenfor detailed illustration, the formerbecauseit is representative of
mostof the Paris boulevardsobservedand the latter becauseit has a uniquephysical form-- access roads
that re-join the center prior to intersections -- whichhelps to reduceintersection conflict.

/

/
Figure 3.28. Urban Context Map of Paris
Approximate Scale: 1:50,000
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Boulevard #5
AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS
(big city, shoppingstreet, mixed-usecommercialand residential)
Urban Context
AvenueMontaigneis a fashionable shoppingstreet that runs fromthe RondPoint on the Champs
Elys~esouthwesttowardthe RiverSeinefor a length of aboutfive blocks. It is one of six boulevardsclustered in this area, radiating fromthe Champs
Elys6~ebetweenthe RondPoint and the Place Charlesde
Gaulle. (The others are AvenuesFranklin D. Roosevelt, GeorgeV, Marceau,d’I~na, and K16ber.)AvenueMontaigne
wasselected as representativeof these streets, all of whichhavea similar cross-sectionbut
vary in traffic configuration.TheAvenueMontaigne
is lined with attractive six- and seven-storybuildings, ¯ with manyground-floorshops, several banks, a majorhotel, and an embassy.Theupper floors are
a mixtureof office andresidential uses.
Control Street
AvenueVictor Hugo,a street that radiates fromthe Place Charlesde GauUe,waschosenas the
control street becauseit is similar to Montaigne
in use and functionand carries a similar amountof traffic. VictorHugocarries one lane of traffic in each direction plus parkingon twosides withina 42-foot
roadway.
Boulevard Description
¯

¯
¯

Thestreet is characterizedby a narrowcross-sectionand closely spacedmaturetrees in the medians.
Thestreet right-of-wayis 126feet, one of the narrowestof the boulevardsincludedin this study, and
buildingsare generallybuilt to the propertyline.
Blocklength varies considerably,and there is only one throughcross-street. Fourother cross-streets
formT-intersections.
Thestreet is predominately
one-way;both of the access roads and all of the center lanes except one
are for southwestboundtravel.
Thecenter roadwayis 42 feet wideand consists of one parkinglane and twotraffic lanes moving
awayfromthe Champs
Elys~eand one contra-flowlane, reserved for buses and taxis, movingin the
oppositedirection (10.5-foot-widelanes). Thereis no center median.
Theside mediansare each approximatelyseven feet wide and are planted with maturehorse chestnut
trees at 15 feet to 18 feet on-center, forminga densescreen. Themediansalso contain bus and taxi
stops, and often a few benches.Theyare pavedbetweengeneroustree wells of decomposed
granite.
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Figure 3.29. AvenueMontaigne: Section
Approximate
Scale: 1"--40’ or 1:500

Figure 3.30. AvenueVictor Hugo:Section
ApproximateScale: 1"-40’ or 1:500
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® Onboth sides, the width from the edge of the right-of-way to the center side of the medianis 35 feet.
Within this space, the sidewalk width and access road width varies. At someplaces, the sidewalk is
21 feet wide, leaving 14 feet for both a traffic lane and a parking lane (seven-foot lanes). In other
places, the access road widensto 24 feet and allows parking on both sides (eight-foot lanes).
® Often, the effective sidewalk width is reduced to 10 feet by landscapedareas in front of the shops.
As is characteristic of mostParis boulevards, the access roads are at a slightly higher grade then the
center, with a one-inch elevation break occurring at intersections.
® There are no trees planted at the sidewalk.
® Street lighting is in the form of one-sided cobra fixtures in the medians.
® Ground-floor facades are generally transparent, and have frequent entrances.
® Movement
betweenthe access roads, the center, and cross-streets is not restricted.
Intersections are controlled by signal lights, with the access road having the samesignal phase as the
centel".

Behavior Observations
Intersection

Observed

¯ Rue Francois: one-way, signalized
Observations Taken
¯ Late morning to early afternoon, weekday, spring
ObsevvJations
® The intersection observed has a one-waycross-street, so movementsare somewhatsimplified.
® The boulevard carries a high volumeof traffic, almost all of it in the center: an hourly volumeof
852 vehicles was counted in the center, of which114 were in the contra-flow reserved transit lane,
while at the sametime only 42 vehicles traveled in the access lanes, 21 on each side.
A flow of 369 vehicles per hour per lane was counted in the dominantcenter direction.
Traffic movesslower in the access roads then in the center because drivers are often looking for
parking spaces, or must stop and wait for other vehicles whichare stopped to unload or for some
other reason. Whentraffic is flowing, we observed an average speed of 32 kilometers per hour on
the access roads versus an average of 48 kilometers per hour in the center.
The contra-flow transit lane appearedto have the potential to cause problems°Somepedestrians forget
to look in that direction before crossing the street, probably because of the infrequency of vehicles.
There is a high pedestrian volume. The number of pedestrians walking along the sidewalks was
1,328 per hour (988 on the northwest side and 340 on the southeast side), and the numbercrossing
the boulevard was 1,192 per hour (316 on one side and 876 on the other).
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® Of cross-street traffic tur~ng onto Montaigne, significantly more turned into the center then into
the access roads, a total of !53 per hour into the center versus 15 into the access roads.
® Pedestrians often walk downthe access roadway for some distance, and sometimes stop and gather
there while carrying on conversations. Mothers pushing baby carriages downthe access roadway
were observed.
Somepedestrians walk along the medians to reach the transit stops, but in general they are not used
as walkways by most people°
® Bencheson the medians are sometimesused, mostly by people wa/ting for transit vehicles.
¯ Vehicles slow downupon entering the access roads because of the one-inch elevation change.
® A number of illegal

movementswere observed, including drivers backing the wrong way into an

access road, drivers backing the wrongwayout of access roads, drivers parking within the intersect/on at the ends of the medians. There was not a lot of this activity but there was enoughto keep
things confused.
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Figure 3.31. Avenue Montaigne: Plan
Approximate Scale: I"-80’ or I:1,000
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Figure 3.32. Avenue Montaigne: Vehicle MovementDiagram
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Figure 3.33. Avenue Montaigne: Pedestrian MovementDiagram
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Boulevard #6
BOULEVARD DE COURCELLES, PARIS
(big city, major arterial, mixed-usecommercialand residential)
Urban Context
TheBoulevardde Courcellesruns east-westthrougha wealthyresidential area in the northernpart of
the city, in an area that duringthe late 18thcenturywasimmediately
outsidethe city walls. It has a classic
boulevardconfiguration for two long blocks, centered aroundthe intersection of BoulevardMalesherbes,
a maiortrafficway. To the east of this section, it takes on a different nameand becomesa center-mediantype boulevard.Theboulevardis one-sidedat the block west of Malesherbes,whereit runs alongthe elegant Pare Monceau.Here, the southern access lane space becomesa pedestrian promenade,lined with trees
on both sides. Thestreet is lined with six-story residential buildingsand manysmall ground-floorshops.
Control Street
Westof the Parc Monceau,Courcelles becomesa normalstreet. Th/s section waschosen as the
control street, becauseboth the nature of the street and the traffic volumeremainsimilar. Herethe Courcelles carries twolanes of traffic ha eachdirection in a 48-footroadway,with a parkinglane on eachside.
Boulevard Description
Thestreet is character/zedby a narrowcross-sectionand closely spacedmaturetrees in the
medianS.

¯

¯
¯

Thestreet right-of-wayis 120feet, the narrowestincludedin this study.
Blocklength is approximately650feet.
Thecenter roadwayis 42 feet wide, whichaccommodates
two lanes of traffic in each direction, and
parkingon both sides (seven-foot-widelanes). Thereis no center median,but at intersections the
traffic flowsare separatedby tall bollardsthat flank the crosswalks.
Themediansand access roads havedifferent configurationson either side of Malesherbes.
East of Malesherbes,the widthof the side mediansis 10 feet on one side and 12 feet on the other.
Bothare planted with rows of matureLondonPlane trees at 25 feet-35 feet on-center. Theyalso
contain bus and taxi stops and several double-sidedwoodenbenches.
East of Malesherbes,the width of the access road varies. Onone side, 17 feet accommodates
one
throughlane and one parkinglane (8.5-foot-widelanes). Onthe other side, 23 feet allows a second
parkinglane (7.6-foot lanes).
Westof Malesherbes,opposkethe park, the I/he of trees continues in what wasprobablyonce the
medianspace, but cars are nowable to park diagonallybetweenthe trees. Atotal of 27 feet includes
the diagonal parking and one through lane.
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Figure 3.34° Boulevard CourceUes: Section West of Malesherbes
Approximate Scale: 1"=40’ or 1:500
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Figure 3.35. Boulevard Courcelles: Section East of Malesherbes
Approximate Scale: 1"=40’ or 1:500
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Figure 3.36. BoulevardCourcelles: Section at Control Area
Approximate
Scale: 1" =40’ or 1:500
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Figure 3.37. BoulevardCourcelles: Plan
Approximate
Scale: 1"-~ 80’ or 1:1,000
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*

Theaccess roads are at a slightly higher grade then the center, with a one-inch break occurring at
intersections.

® A m/d-block median break occurs within one block, allowing both exit from and entrance to the
access road.
There are no trees planted at the sidewalk except at the ends of the bIock, wherethey shift from the
median, and along the park.
® Street lighting comesfrom two-sided cobra fixtures located in the mediansat from 80 feet to 140 feet
on-center.
® Groundfloor facades are generally transparent, and have fairly frequent entrances.
Movement
betweenthe access roads, the center, and cross-streets is not restricted.
® Intersections are controlled by signal lights, with the access road having the samesignal phase as the
center.
Behavior

and Movement Observations

Intersection

Observed

. Boulevard Malesherbes: two-way, major trafficway,

signalized

Observations Taken
® Late morning to early afternoon, weekday, spring
Observations
The boulevard carries a high volumeof traffic, almost all of it in the center; an hourly volumeof
1,944 was counted in the center (1,008 westbound, 936 eastbound), while at the same time only
vehicles in total traveled along the access lanes.
® In general, movementalong the access roads is muchslower then in the center, because often drivers
are looking for parking spaces. However, movementdoes somet/mes movefast: average speeds of
52 kilometers per hour were measured in the center, comparedto 46 kilometers per hour on the
access roads.
*

Sometimes,especially adjacent to a busy flower shop on the southeast corner, cars and delivery
trucks will stack up in the roadwayand along the medianwhile business is transacted.

®

Along the south side, near the m/d-block medianbreak, the access road provides access to an auto
repair shop. A sometimesconstant flow in and out of this facility can occur without disrupting the
center traffic.

® A moderate pedestrian volume was counted. The number of pedestrians crossing the boulevard was
388 per hour (224 on one side and 164 on the other side), while the numberwalking along the sidewalks was 576 per hour (144 on one side and 432 on the other side).
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Sometimes,especially in the long block opposite the park, the access roads are used by cars and
motorcycles to circumvent heavy traffic in the center.
¯

SomeU-turns occur from an access road into the center.

® Vekicles slow downupon entering the access roads because of the one-inch elevation change.

!

Figure 3.38.

Figure 3.39.

Boulevard Courcelles:

Boulevard Courcelles:
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Vehicle

Pedestrian

Movement Diagram

Movement Diagram

The Barcelona Boulevards
Field observationwasundertaken
on three Barcelonaboulevards:the Paseode Gr~cia,the
Diagonal,andthe GranVia. Twoof these boulevardswerechosenfor detailed illustration here: the
Paseo,becauseit is unique,andthe Diagonal
becauseit is representative
of the latter two,whichare
similarha termsof characterandtraffic movement.

Figure 3.40. Urban Context Mapof Barcelona
Approximate Scale: 1:50,000
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Boulevard #7
PASEO

DE GRACIA,

BARCELONA

(mediumto large city, shopping street,

primarily commercial and office use)

Urban Context
The Paseo de Gr~cia is the premier shopping street of Barcelona. It is a wide, elegant boulevard,
lined "with expensive shops and cafes with offices and residential uses on upper floors. Manyof the genero
ally five- to eight-story buildings that line it are architecturally interesting; some,like the CasaMilaand
the Casa Batlo, designed by Gaudi, are significant. The Paseo has a boulevard configuration for nine
blocks whereit runs through the Cerda designed part of the city, linking the medieval old city with a
residential section to the north, that used to be the village of Grficia. It is one of only a handful of twowaystreets in the central city. A major subwayline runs below the Paseo, and there are subterranean
parking garages under somesections. A mainline train station occurs beneath the street at the intersection with Arag6.
Boulevard Description
The street is currently characterized by very wide sidewalks, and four rows of closely spaced
mature streets.

Prior to remodeling in the 1960s, whenthe subwaywas installed, it had narrower

sidewalks and wider medians.
Thestreet right-of-way is 200 feet, and buildings are generally built to the property line.
Typical block length is 360 feet.
® The center roadwayis 60 feet wide and has an asymmetricaltraffic configuration. Four traffic lanes
moveaway from the old city, and two movethe other way (10-foot-wide lanes). In both directions,
the lane next to the medianis reserved for buses and taxis.
The pavedmediansare 26 feet at their widest but narrowto as little as six feet, undulating in and out
a~[ongtheir length to accommodate
in someplaces parking, and in other places wide stairways that provide access to the subwayrunning below the street.

They also accommodatebus and taxi stops, and

several wonderfulceramictile bencheswith integral and intricate metal light fixtures designedby Gaudi.
Four dense rows of mature LondonPlane trees grace the street. Spread at roughly 25 feet, they
occur at the sidewalk edges and in the medians.
® The access roads vary in width from 14 feet to 30 feet, but consistently allow only one through lane
of traffic.

Widersections accommodateone or two lanes of parking, sometimesat a diagonal°

® Widesidewalks on both sides vary from 36 feet to 48 feet, widening even more at the corners where
buildings have angled corners. In someblocks, a continuous planting strip, filled with low shrubs, separates the sidewalk from the access road. Moretypically, however, the paving flows right to the curb.
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Figure 3.41. Paseo de Gr~cia: Section
Approximate
Scale: 1"= 40’ or 1:500

Figure 3.42. AragS:Section
Approximate
Scale: 1" =40’ or 1:500
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¯

The street is well lighted with several types of fixtures: medianshave the Gaudibench lights, twosided cobras, and ornate pedestrian-scale fixtures at intersections; the sidewalkshave pedestrian-scale
light fixtures spread at 50 to 60 feet, set within the line of trees
The sidewalks contain manypedestrian amenities: stair access leading to the parking garage below
the street; benches betweentrees; and numerouskiosks selling lottery tickets, newspapers,and various things to eat. Several cafes offer sidewalk seating, which, whereit occurs, mayoccupyhalf the
sidewalk width.

¯

Intersections have wide, boldly zebra-striped crosswalks.

¯

Cross streets are all one wayin alternating directions.
Movement
betweenthe center and the access roads is not restricted,

but left turns cannot be made

fi’om the center.
+

Thecenter, the access roads, and the cross-streets are all controlled by synchronizedsignal lights.

+

Traffic on the crossroads waits for the light behind the sidewalk crosswalk, not at the medianedge.

Cor~trol Street
The cross-street Arag6wasselected as a control street. It is a major westbound-traffic street
lined with residential buildings and ground-floor commercialthat carries eight lanes of traffic in a 76foot roadway, with no parking allowed. The right-hand curb lane is reserved for transit.

A mainline

train runs beneath the street. It used to be in the open, whichis whythe street is so wide.
Behavior Observations
Intersections

Observed

¯ Arag6: one-way westbound, major trafficway,
® Valencia: one-wayeastbound, high traffic,

signalized

signalized

Observations Taken
¯ Late afternoon, weekday, spring
Observations
Traffic flows are significantly different in the two directions. In the southbounddirection, wherethe
center has only two lanes, significantly more traffic was observedon the access road then in the center. For example, at Arag6, 512 vehicles per hour were counted on the access road versus 88 vehicles
per hour in the center. In the predominant northbounddirection, somewhatless vehicles use the
access road then the center: at Arag6, 512 vehicles per hour were counted in the access road versus
696 vehicles per hour in the center.
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In general, cars on the cross-streets seemto makemoreturns into the access roads than into the
center. For instance, at Arag6, 108 vehicles per hour were counted turning left into the southbound
access road, while only 24 were counted makinga left into the southboundcenter.
® There is often a steady flow of cars on the access roads, but here traffic movesmuchmore slowly
than in the center. An average speed of 31.7 kilometers per hour was observed on the access roads,
comparedwith 52.5 kilometers per hour in the center.
¯

Cross-streets in general seem to carry moretraffic than does the Paseo.

¯

Very high numbersof pedestrians were counted. For example, at Arag6 a total of 3,304 pedestrians
per hour were counted walking along the sidewalks (2,232 on one side, 1,072 on the other), while
the same time a total of only 1,808 vehicles were counted.

® A fair amountof jaywalking was observed, mostly associated with mid-block bus stops. People getring off a bus or running to catch a bus are often tempted to jaywalk rather than walk to a corner to
CROSS.

® Pedestrians often mingle with traffic on the access roads, cutting through to parked cars or to the
median.

¯

In order to makeleft turns out of the access roads, vehicles pull into the space defined by the median,
then wait for the cross-street light. Often six or seven cars stack up this wayduring a signal phase.
Whenthe light turns green, they all mergeinto lanes and lead the pack.
Pedestrians often use the mediansas a haven whencrossing the street, waiting there if necessary
whenthe light has changed.
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Figure 3.44. Paseo de Gr~cia: Vehicle Movement
Diagramat Arag6
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Figure 3.45. Paseo de Gr/Lcia: Pedestrian Movement
Diagramat Arag6
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Figure 3.46. Paseo de Gr~cia: Vehicle MovementDiagram at Valencia
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Figure 3.47. Paseo de Gr~cia: Pedestrian
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MovementDiagram at Valencia

Boulevard #8
DIAGONAL, BARCELONA
(mediumto large city, major arterial,

mixed-usecommercialand office)

Urban Context
TheDiagonalis a majortwo-waytraffic carrier in central Barcelona.It runs northwest/southeast, cutting diagonallythroughthe central city, intersecting with the northernend of the Paseode
Gr~cia.It has a boulevardconfigurationfor approximately
17 blocks, along whichit is lined primarily
with office buildings, seven floors or higher, manyolder, somenew,and intermittent ground-floor
shops, someof a very high quality.
Physical Description
Thestreet is characterizedfast-movingtraffic, narrowsidewalks,and widetree-lined medians.
Thestreet right-of-wayis 165feet, andbuildingsare generallybuilt to the propertyline.
BLock
length varies but averagesabout300feet.
® Thecenter roadway
has six traffic lanes in a 50-foot width, three movingin each direction (8.3-foot-

®

widelanes). Thelanes nearest the mediansare reservedfor busesand taxis.
The30-foot-widepavedmediansare planted with two rowsof trees. Thearrangementis unusual: a
staggeredpattern of LondonPlanetrees arid tall Palmsat about27 feet apart alongthe length of the
medianand 20 feet apart across the median.Towardthe center roadwayside, the trees are contained withina continuous10-foot-wideraised grass strip. Pedestrian-scalelight fixtures occurat
everythird spacebetweenthe trees, staggeredside to side. Occasionalbenchesare set betweenthe
trees, facing into the median.Transit stops occur alongthe edgenear comers.
Theaccess roads are uniformly17 feet wide, allowingtwo lanes of throughtraffic with no parking
permitted(8.5-foot-widelanes).
Thesidewalksare narrow,only 10-1/2 feet, exceptwherethey widenat intersections in front of the
diagonalcornerbuildings, whichare the normin this part of the city.
Intersections havewide, boldlyzebra-striped crosswalks.
Cross-streetsare all one-way
in roughlyalternating directions.
At somemajorintersections, movement
betweenthe access roads, the center, and the cross-streets is
restricted. For instance, at the intersection studied, vehicleson the accessroadsare not supposedto
tu.rn left into the center or the cross-street, and vehiclestraveling on Balmesare only supposedto
turn into the center only.
I~tersectionsare controlledby signal lights, with the accessroad havingthe samesignal phaseas the
center.
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Figure 3.48. Diagonal: Section
Approximate
Scale: 1"= 40’ or 1:500

Figure 3.49. Arag6:Section
Approximate
Scale: 1"=40’ or 1:500
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Control Street
Arag6wasusedas the control street for the Diagonal.
Behavior and MovementObservations
Intersection Observed
®Balmes:one-waysouthbound,high traffic, signalized
Observations Taken
¯ Mid-morningto early afternoon, Saturday, spring
Observations
Traffic travels almostas fast on the access roads as in the center. Speedmeasurements,
taken when
traffic wasflowing, werean averagespeedof 40 kilometersper hour on the access roads, and 52.5
kilometersper hour in the center.
It appearsthat significantlymorecross-street traffic turns into the accessroadsthan into the center,
at least at the one-wayintersection observed. Onehundredvehicles per hour were countedmaking
right turns into the access road and only 40 vehicles per hour werecountedmakingrights into the
center; 32 vehicles per hourwerecountedturning left into the access road whileonly 16 vehicles per
hour werecountedturning left into the center.
® Moretotal traffic travels in the center then on the accessroads: 1,512vehicles per hourin the center
(884 westbound,628 eastbound)versus 824 vehicles per hour on the access roads (400 westbound,
0

eastbound).However,per lane traffic counts are moresimilar: 295 vehicles per hour per lane in the
westbound
center arid 209vehicles per hour per lane in the eastboundcenter versus 200vehicles per
hour per lane on the westboundaccess road and 212 vehicles per hour per lane on the eastbound
access
road.
® Several cars wereobservedparkinghalf on the sidewalkand half in the roadwayalong the access
roads.
Therewasonly light pedestrian activity on the street. Anhourly volumeof 144 werecountedcrossing the boulevard(60 on one side, 84 on the other).
® Of the pedestrians observed, almost as manywalkedon the mediansas on the sidewalks. For exampie, on the south side, 44 pedestrians per hour walkedalong the medianwhile 68 per hour walked
along the sidewalk.Of those on the median,quite a fewcontinuedalong its length for morethan a
block, crossing frommedianto medianat intersections.
Althoughwide and heavily planted with maturetrees, the mediansdo not appear to be used as
gatheringplaces or as activity spots, other than waitingat transit stops. Somekiosks for newspapers
and magazinesare located there, but in general they seemunderpatronized.
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Figure 3.51.

Diagonal: Vehicle MovementDiagram
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Figure 3.52. Diagonal: Pedestrian MovementDiagram
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Comparisons Between Boulevards Based on Field

Observations

In general, on most of the streets observed there appears to be adaptation to the boulevard configuration on the part of both drivers and pedestrians, and not muchconflict. The boulevards seem to
function well and safely while performing their multi-purpose functions. And, although carrying significant amountsof traffic,

most are very pleasant places to be. The following are somegeneral observa-

tions on and comparisons of the boulevards. Conclusions, based on analysis of both field observations
and the accident data presented in the next chapter, will be presented in Chapter Six.
Access Road Configuration and Influence on the Pedestrian Realm
The extent of the pedestrian realm seemsto be dependent on the width of the access roads, the
numberof through traffic

lanes on them, and the speed with which traffic

behavior indicates that five of the boulevards illustrated

moveson them. Observed

here -- the Esplanade, OceanParkway,Avenue

Montaigne, Boulevard Courcelles, and the Paseo de Grficia -- have extended pedestrian realms that
include the sidewalk, the access roads, and the medians. Eachof these streets has only one traffic lane
on the access roads, on whichtraffic generally movesslowly. All of these streets also have mediansthat
are well planted with trees and provided with pedestrian amenities. The extended pedestrian realm was
most pronounced on the Avenue Montaigne, where pedestrians often walk down the narrow access
roadway; on Ocean Parkway, where the wide tree-lined medians are used as gathering spots; and on the
Paseo de Gr~cia, where high numbersof pedestrians constantly cross between the sidewalks and the
medians all along the block, comingarid going from parked cars and transit stops.
K Street also has only one lane of traffic on the access roads, but there behavior indicates that
the edge of the pedestrian realm is ambiguous. The access roads and medians seem to be encompassed
within the pedestrian realm only at the intersections,

wherepeopte claim the access roadwayenoughto

cross it against the traffic light. Pedestrians seldomwalk on the access roads or along the mediansfor
any hmgth. The reasons for this appear to be the large amountof traffic on the access roads, and the
fact that the medians are narrow, sparsely planted, and discontinuous.
Several of the boulevards have access roads that function as through traffic ways. The Grand
Concourse, QueensBoulevard, the Gran Via, and the Diagonal are less multi-purpose than the other
boulevards because movementrather than access is emphasized on the access roads. They each have
two lanes of fast-moving traffic on access roads that feel and function very muchlike the center. More
so than the other boulevards, muchof the traffic on these access roads is through traffic.

Onthe Grand

Concourse and Queens Boulevard, the pedestrian realm ends at the sidewalk. The wide access roads
with fast-movingtraffic are difficult to cross except at intersections and with the light, and the narrow
medianstrips, whichoffer no pedestrian amenities and have fast-moving traffic on both sides, are not
pedestrian places. On the Diagonal and the Gran Via, the extent of the pedestrian zone is ambiguousin
a way whichmaybe problematic. On these streets,
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the pedestrian realm on each side is divided into two

separate zones. Thesidewalksand the widemedians,whichare planted with trees and providedwith
pedestrian amenitiessuch as benches,are both pedestrian realms, but the fast-movingaccess roadwaythat
separates themdefinitely is not. Becausethe mediansare so obviouslyintendedto be usedby pedestrians,
peopleare often temptedto cross betweenthemmid-block,or against the light, whichcan be dangerous.
Medians
Thepresenceor lack of trees on the medianshas a big impacton howpleasant a boulevardis and
howit is used, especially on the widerstreets. Evenon streets with very high traffic volumes,suchas
OceanParkway,pedestrianbehaviorsuggeststhat large, closely spacedmediantrees are an effective buffer betweenpedestrians and vehicles. Manyof the boulevardsobservedas part of this study havesubstantial plantingsof closely spacedtrees in the medians;somealso havetrees on the sidewalks-- two, four,
or six rowsof trees in total. Streets with less substantial plantings, such as the GrandConcourse,Queens
Boulevard,and KStreet, are less pleasant to be on than the others and appearto haveless extensive
pedestrian realms. Thenarrow,sparsely planted medianson these streets create little separation between
the center and the accessroads, and it doesnot help that the mediansare frequentlyinterrupted by breaks
throughwhichtraffic flows in and out betweenthe center and the side.
Widemediansthat haveamenities such as large trees, benches,and pavingmaybecomespecial
pedestrian places, highlyused and valued, like those on OceanParkway.But if they are not easily accessible and are not comfortableplaces to be, like on the Diagonal,then merewidthand the provision of
amenities or pedestrian functions maynot be enough.It appears that narrowmediansare most likely to
be includedin the pedestrian realm if they havespecific pedestrian functions, such as on Avenue
Montaigneand the BoulevardCourcelles, wherethey contain transit stops.
MovementRestrictions
Unrestricted movements
combinedwith a high traffic volumemakethe intersections on Ocean
Parkwaythe mostcomplexof any observedin this study, and yet they function smoothly.Intersection
conflict betweenthe center and the accessroadsis reducedbecausemostof the traffic travels in the center.
Thenarrownessof the access roads and the uniqueseparate roadwaycontrols are significant. Mostof
the traffic on Oceanis throughtraffic that wantsto movefast, and drivers knowthat the accessroads,
with a single narrowlane and stop signs at everyintersection, are likely to be slowerthen the center, so
they do not drive on them. Thesamesystemworkson the Esplanade,in Chico. Bothof these are residential streets, but unrestricted movements
at intersections also workon commercial
streets such as the
AvenueMontaigne.There, signal lights control both the center and the access roads, but throughtraffic
on the access roads is discouragedand slowedby an extremelynarrowroadwayand the elevation change
at intersections. Theunrestricted nature of the intersections on Montaigne
is particularly interesting
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becauseof the complexityof the traffic pattern. Montaigne
is essentially a one-way
street, but drivers
haveto deal with the one lane of contra-flowtraffic in the fast-movingcenter.
Movements
are not restricted on the Paseode Gr~cia’sintersections, but intersections are simplified becausethe cross-streets are all oneway.Intersectionsare also simplifiedon the Boulevard
Courcelles,
wherethe accessroadsre-join the center prior to the intersection.
Someof the other boulevardshaveintersection movement
restrictions that were obviouslyput
in place to minimizeactual or perceivedconflicts betweenthe center and the accessroads. Suchrestrictions maycut downon conflict, but they mayalso affect the nature of the access roadway.For instance,
on KStreet, a downtown
commercial
street wherea fair amountof traffic wantsto turn at intersections,
the restriction against right-handturns fromthe center puts a lot of traffic on the accessroads. Andso,
rather then just performingtheir special access functionthe accessroads also performa significant movementfunction. Becausethe traffic volumeson KStreet are high, the movement
function is almost continuous. Theresult is that eventhoughthe traffic on the access roads movesmoreslowlythen in the
center, andthere is only onelane of it, it is hardfor pedestriansto claimthe accessroadway
as part of
their realm.
Roadway
modificationsto cut downon perceivedintersection conflicts maybe effective but can
also causeunanticipatedconflicts of their own.K Street providesan exampleof this. At sometime in
the past, mid-blockbreaks wereinserted into the mediansin order to channeltraffic betweenthe center
and the access roads. Thesystemsworksbut also creates someconfusionbecause, eventhoughthe
breaks are dlrectionally angled, they are so wide that drivers use themfor unintendedmovements.
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IV.

VEHICLE

CAPACITY

AND SAFETY

This chapter examines vehicular traffic

ON BOULEVARDS

volumes and accidents on boulevards and comparesthem

with other major streets that have more "normal" cross-sections. The analysis of the data showsthat
boulevardscarry as muchtraffic as other comparablearterial streets, and that they are not less safe for
driver’s and pedestrians than comparable"normal" streets.
In the previous chapter we described the criteria for choosingcontrol streets. Effort was made

to chooseparallelarterial streets in the samearea of the city as the boulevards, assumingthat this condition wouldprovide comparabletraffic volumes, cross-street movements,and siroAlar land use patterns,
thus isolating the physical design as the only different variable. Of course, such streets were not always
available, and it can hardly be said that "laboratory conditions" have been achieved. Webelieve, however, that the choices provide a reasonable comparativebase.
1.

Sources of Volume and Accident Information
The study relies on statistics

of traffic volumesand accidents that could be providedby the cities

studied. Although field counts of pedestrian and vehicle volumeswere madeas part of this research,
including counts on someof the control streets, k was not within the resources of this study to perform
thoroughtraffic counts in boulevards and control streets. Cities, it seems, vary in the amountof traffic
information they collect. Most cities have automobile-volumedata in the form of Average Daily Travel
(ADT)over extended periods, but not necessarily for all streets. Pedestrian-volumedata, on the other
hand, is rarely available, and if so, only at particular locations. Cities also keeprecords of accidents,
although this is usually done by the police and not by transportation departments. It is not always possible to extract data from the accident database by street, or by intersection, as somecities keep this
information based on census tract. Nor is the accident data necessarily comparable,city by city.
2.

Measure of Safety -- Accident Rate
Manydifferent measuresof safety on streets are possible. 5 However,because of the varied nature

of someof the data available to the study, and because of the absence of first-hand familiarity with some
of the data (perhaps a sense of insecurity about it), it was necessary to rely on a measurewhichcould
computedin most ckies based on the available data, and which wouldbe as comparableas possible between
cities. Fromthe start, it was determinedthat precisely becauseof different types of data (based on different local definitions) betweencities, the mostsignificant measuresof relative safety wouldbe those between
boulevards and their control streets in the same city (rather than betweendifferent cities). A measure
safety was chosen that reflects the average numberof accidents whichoccurred relative to the probability of accidents occurring based on the sheer numberof cars present on a street, as expressed by the
AverageDaily Travel statistic,

tn most cases, statistics were calculated for each intersection (accidents
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betweenintersections wereascribedto the nearest intersection), and then a meanaccident rate for each
street wascalculated.6 Thus,our measureof safety is:
MeanAccidents per Year
AverageDaily Travel/I,000
Accidentsper year wascomputed
as a meanof the yearly accidents in 2-3 recent years
dependingon the availability of data°
Becausemuchof this study is concernedwith the safety of these streets for pedestrians(and particularly becausetwo of our chosenboulevards, the GrandConcourseand QueensBoulevard,are considered the worsestreets for pedestrianfatalities in NewYorkCity), a pedestrianaccidentrate wasalso calculated in twoways.Thefirst calculates pedestrianaccidentsin a similar wayto the overall accidentrate;
that is, pedestrian accidents divided by the ADT/1000.
Thesecondseeks to include a weightingfor the
numberof pedestrians on these streets. Todo this, the calculated PedestrianAccidentRate is dividedby
the numberof pedestrians observedin an hour divided by a hundred,as measuredat the intersections
that werestudied.
Thus,the twoexpressionsare:
Pedestrian AccidentRate ** MeanPedestrian Accidentst~er Year
ADT/ 1000
WeightedPed. Acc. Rate =
Pedo Ace. Rate
numberof peds. in an hour / 1000
MeanAccidentRate (per intersection)

3. Results of Comparison
Table4.1 summarizes
the results for all the cities studiedin the UnitedStates.
Astudyof the data does indeedshowthat boulevardscannotbe shownto be less safe than
comparable
normalstreets.
In NewYorkCity, for example,the GrandConcoursein the Bronx,despite being targeted for a
special safety study dueto its badfatality record,7 has an accidentrate of 0.36, whileJeromeand Webster
Avenues,its parallels, whichwerechosenas "control"streets, havean accidentrate of 0.63 and 0.92,
respectively. Thepedestrian accident rates are roughlysimilar at 0.08 for the GrandConcourse,0.09 for
Jerome,and 0.07 for Webster.However,the numberof pedestrians havingto cross the GrandConcourse
is muchhigher, resulting in a weightedpedestrian accident rate of 0.059 for the GrandConcourse,dropping it belowJeromeAvenue,on whichwehave observedvery few pedestrians. 8 In another part of New
YorkCity, wesee that OceanParkway,despite havingthe highest ADT,has a very low accident rate -almost half that of the control street, LindenBlvd. Eastern Parkway,however,has a somewhat
higher
9 Queens
accidentrate and a pedestrianaccidentrate that is double,so the results are inconclusive.
Boulevardturns out to be the least safe of all boulevards,and does not comparewell with ordinary
streets either; webelievethis couldbe explainedby the particular configurationanduse of the street, as
z°
will be discussedin the followingchapters,
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Table 4.1: Traffic Volumesand Accidents,
Selected Boulevards and Control Streets -- U.S.
Vohltltne

StreetsStudied

(ADT/
1000)

NYC
Grand Concourse

Accidents

(Yearly Mean
per
Intersection
/

Accident
Rate

(Accident/
Volume)

Pedestrian
Accidents
(Yearly Mean
per
Intersection)

Pedestrian
Accident
Rate
(Pedestrian
Accident/
Volume)

57.950

20.94

0.36

4.88

0.06

~erc)me

22.419

14.25

Webster

17.470

16.06

0.63
0.92

2.08
1.19

0,09
0.07

Queens Blvd.
Northern Avenue

37.654

36.99
14.94

0.98

2.14

0.06

Eastern Pkwy.

61.000

42.38

0.69

Linden Blvd.
Ocean Parkway

27.000
74.000

17.54
27.3

0.65

3.65
1.04

0.37

1.2

51.850
51.822

18.20
12.87

0.35
0.25

58.100
35.590

15.33

0.26

L S’..

34.600

11.93
8.88

0.34

I St.

8.00
14.97

0.47
0.93

4.83
3.98

0.19

Washington,
K St.

0.68
0.06
0.04
0.02

D.C."

Pema. Ave
Const. Ave

0.26

Louisville’"
Southena Pkwy.

17.211

Third St.

16.503

Chico
The Esplanade
Mangrove Ave.

24.800
22.233

0.18

"Traffic volume data for NewYork is from the following sources: for the Grand Concourse and Queens Boulevard: NYC
Dept. of Transportation, Grand Concourse Traffic Safety Study, Draft 12/92, and QueensBoulevard Traffic Safety Study
o~f raft, undated). Volumedata for Jerome and Webster Ave. is estimated from traffic counts supplied by NYCDepartment
o Transportation. Volumedata for Eastern and Ocean Parkways and Linden Boulevard is estimated from counts performed
by us, by assuminga similar pattern of daily traffic in those streets as was apparent in QueensBlvd. and the Grand Concourse
for which we had data. Unfortunately we have no volume data for Northern Ave.
Accident information for all streets is from NewYork State Department of Transportation, Local Accident Surveillance Proiect..Data is generally from 1/91 to 12/92. In fact, we have been unable to reconcile major differences in, numberof accidents
mthis data with NYPD
accident date which is included ha the Traffic Safety report, and for comparisons sake we have opted
to use the Surveillance Project data, whichwasavailable for all streets.
"*Pedestrian accidents data was not available for Washington,D. C., and Louisville. For Chico, they were so few as to be
insignLfieant.
Data for Washington,D.C., was received from District of Columbia, Dept. of Public Works, Bureau of Traffic Services.
""Traffic and Safety data for Louisville recieved from City of Louisville, Departmentof Public Works, Engineering and
Architecture Division.
.... Traffic volumeand accident data was received from City of Chico, Central Services Department, Engineering.

Ascan be seen, boulevardswerenot safer than ordinarystreets in all cases. In Washington,
D.C.,
K Street wascomparedto PennsylvaniaAvenueand Constitution Avenue,becausethese streets carried
roughlycomparablevolumes,and to I and L Streets, becausethey are the parallels to K. OnIyL Street
hada similar accidentrate to K, with all other streets beingsignificantly safer. Unfortunately,there is
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no data available on pedestrian accidents in Washington,D.C.Thereare, however,a few factors that
maymakeKStreet a less safe street. First, it beginsas a freewayramp,whichmeansthat cars are entering k at a high speed. Someof the alterations that weremadeto intersections, in order to allowtraffic
to movebetweenaccess lanes and center roadwaymid-block,were observedto create morepossibilkies
for conflict rather than to eliminatepoints of conflict.
However,despite these results for KStreet, in all other U.S. contexts boulevardsare shownto
be at least as safe as, if not safer than, ordinarystreets of comparable
size andfunction.
Datafrom Paris and Barcelonawasnot in a formthat madeit possible to readily compare
¯ ,

. 11

betweenAmericanand Europeanstreets. For Paris, a report from the mumclpahty
whichlists all the
locations (either intersections or street segmentsbetweenintersections) with morethan ten accidents
between1/1/90 and 12/31/92wasavailable. Locationswith fewer than ten accidents werenot reported.
A mapwith ADTcounts for central Paris within the BoulevardP~riphSriquein 1986, based on counts
between1982arid 1986,wasalso available. Thenature of streets in Paris is very different fromAmerican cities. Mostmajorstreets are muchshorter and end in very complexintersections, usually a square
or a circle. Intersections with side streets also tend to be morecomplex,at anglesother than 90 degrees,
and often with morethan one cross-street.
TheAvenueMontaigne,introducedaboveas one of the best boulevards,has an ADT
of 9,300 cars,
and had one section of the street in which11 accidentswerereported(a yearly averageof 3.67). It happensto be preciselya sectionof the street wherethe accesslane endsononeside of the street (betweenPlace
Astrid and Ruedu Boccador).Peculiarly, seven of the 11 accidentsare pedestrianaccidents. Its control
street, AvenueVictor Hugo,carries an averageof 15,200cars per day and had twointersections listed,
one with 12 and the other with 11 accidents(an averageof 4.00 and 3.67 accidentsper year, respectively).
TheBoulevardde Courcelles,in the section whereit is a full boulevardon both sides (fromPlace
P. Goubaux
to BoulevardMalesherbes),carries about 30,000cars per day. It has two intersections with
morethan 10 accidents, Rue Miromesnilwith 17 and Rue Malesherbeswith 14. However,Rue Malesherbesis anothermajorstreet carryingabout30,000cars per day, so that there are 64,800cars per day
goingthroughthat intersection. In the section of Courcelleswhichis not a boulevard,used as a control
street, the volumedropsto 21,000vehicles per day, yet there is one intersection with 14 accidents.
Anothercomparisonis afforded by BoulevardHaussmarm
(which, despite its name,is configuredas
normalstreet and is therefore usedhere as a control street), whichcarries between30,000to 40,000cars
per day andyet has six intersections with morethan ten accidents. Particularly telling is the intersection
with Malesherbes,in which28 accidents occurred. Twoboulevardsthat were observed, Avenued’I~na
and AvenueF. DoRoosevelt,werenot listed at all in the report, while three others, AvenuesMarceau,
Kl~ber,and Hoche,werelisted with only one intersection as havingmorethan ten accidents.
Table 4.2 summarizes
the findings.
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Table 4.2: Locations with More than Ten Accidents in Boulevards and Control Streets
in Paris, France, between 1990 and 1992
Volume
I Strcets
(ADT/1000)
Accidents
I Accidents [Pedestrian
Montaigne -- boulevard
[ PI. Astrid-R.du Boccador [
V. Hugo-- control street for AvenueMontaigne

931

.[
[ R. Leroax-P1Hugo
I Av. Hugo/Rde Presbourg
Courcelles -- boulevard
Miromesaii-Malesherbes
Courcelles/Malesherbes
I
Courcelles-- control street for boulevard
part

I ~ov~-P1.
desTe~

71

152t 12t ’t

I

Haussman
one-wayn control street for Blvd. CourceUes
Tronchet/Haussmann
Haussmaml/Italiens
Haussmann/Le
Peletier
HaussmardHalevy
Haussmantwo-way
Malesherbes
Other Boulevards:

11
R

t

15.2

11

1

28.0t
64.8

17
14

1

21.:
I

141

31

66.6
41.5
45.4
45.4

12
16
14
13

431
t 10
t
36.8

28

Aveauede Iena
Hoche
van
Dyck’FGSaint H°n°re [
I
Kleber
[
[ Portugais-R. Hamelin
Marceau

17.3 Less than 10

[g. Newton-R.dePresbourg

[

2
11
11
7

0I

13"61

111

21

19.9[

14[

7[

29.3I

11I

8[

Onlyin the case of the Champs
t~lysheswasit possible to reconstruct a similar analysis to those
in U.S. cities; since eachandeveryoneof the intersectionsalongit hadmorethan ten accidents,all of
themare reported. TheChamps
t~lysfies has recently beenchanged,and is no longer a classic boulevard
of the type weare studying. Its access lanes havebeendismantledand replacedby a widersidewalk
promenade.However,the statistics date from a time whenit wasstill a boulevard.It has an ADTof
about84,000,with an averageof 10.67accidentsper year per intersection, for an averageaccidentrate of
0.10. This comparesvery favorably with mostAmericanstreets, especially with those NewYorkstreets
that are the closest to it in termsof carryingcapacity.12 If wefurther take into considerationthat the four
highest-rankingaccidentlocations are the plazas, then wesee that the averagefor normalstreet interseco
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tion is lower still.

The pedestrian accident rate is 0.03, which comparesvery favorably with NewYork
" ’
streets, especially if we consider that there are manymore pedestrians on the ChampsElysees.
Table 4.3 presents the accident statistics

for the ChampsElys&s.

Table 4.3: Traffic Volumesand Accidents: Champs
Elysees,
"’
Paris, France
Accidents
Per Year

Vo[unle

Intersection
PI. de la Concorde
Ave. Dutuit
P1. Clemanceau
Road Point
Ave. Matignoa
R. Marbeuf

Accident
Rate
(Accident/
Volume)

( T/looo)
123.30
186.30

61.33
6.33

0.50

98.60

21.00

0.21

19.33
4.67

0.19
0.06

5.67
0.67

0.06

1.67
3.67

0.02
0.04

3.00

0.04

1.67
5.33

0.02
0.10

2.67

0.03

83.60

9.67

0.12

R. Lincoln
Ruede Berri
Avenue George V

83.60
83.60

4.33
6.00

0.05
0.07
0.21

R. Arene Houssaye
R. de Presbourg
P1. Charles de Gaulle
Average

0.09

101.30
83.60
83.60

R.Galilee

Pedestrian
Accident
Rate
(Pedestrian
Accident/
Volume)

11.00
4.00
2.67

0.03

Pierre Charron

R. Bassano

Pedestrian
Accidents
Per Year

0.02
0.03
0.01

54.10
83.60

11.33
2.00

0.02

1.67

0.02

83.60
83.60

11.33
5.67

0.14
0.07

4.33
1.00

0.05
0.01

83.60

5.33

0.06

2.67

186.30
83.46

21.00
10.67

0.11
0.10

3.33
2.91

0.03
0.02
0.03

Barcelona seemsto present a different picture, k seems to showthat the boulevards have a higher
accident rate than non-boulevardstreets. On the other hand, the data available is so general that there is
no wayof analyzing it to understand whether the anomalyis real, or due to somequirk in the accidentrecording system.13 Fromthe data, it seems that the Paseo de Gr.~cia and the Gran Via, both bouleyards, have significantly higher accident rates than chosen control streets. Whilethis is not surprising
for the GranVia, whichhas been modifiedto serve very fast through traffic, it is surprising for the
Paseo de Gr~cia. Anothersurprising element is that the Diagonal, although it too is used as an arterial
street on both the center lanes and the side access roads, does not exhibit a higher rate of accidents, but
is roughly similar to the Arag6, whichhas a similar volumeof cars°
Table 4.4 shows the data for Barcelona. The origin~ data received from the municipal traffic
engineering office included only the totals for the whole streets° That numberhas been divided into the
numberof intersections in each street, to get an estimate of the meannumberof accidents per intersection
to enable an easier comparisonwith Americanstreets,
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in which the rate is computedper intersection.

It is worth noting that the pedestrian accident rate on the Paseo de Gr~cia is significantly higher
than on the Diagonal and the control streets. They constitute 25 percent of all accidents, rather than only
15 to 18 percent in other streets. Whileat first sight this seemsto suggest a problemfor pedestrians in the
Table 4.4: Volume and Accident Statistics

Street
i Paseode Gr&cia
Diagonal
Gran Via
. Arag6
Balmes
Urge~

AccidentsPer
Volume Accidents Intersection
39,875
101,262
66,341
89,157
52,003
63,518

172
317
367
223
126
88

17.2
16.7
16.7
11.7
11.5
6.3

for Streets in Barcelona, Spain

Accident
Rate
0.43
0.17
0.25
0.13
0.22
0.10

Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Accidents
Accidents Per Intersection
44
47
79
31
23
15

Pedestrian
Accident Rate

4.4
2.5
3.6
1.6
2.1
1.1

Paseo de Grficia, the perspective is changed once we take into account the sheer numberof pedestrians
on the Paseo. Thus if we computethe weighted pedestrian accident rate at the Paseo, which has a count
of 3,270 pedestrians an hour (pph), it is 0.034 against 0.021 for Arag6, whichhas a count of 970 pedestrians per hour, 0.040 for Balmes, which counts 1,000 pph, and 0°042 for the Diagonal, which has a count
of 480 pph.
Althoughit is not possible, based on the available data, to showa persistent pattern in which
boulevards seemsafer than "normally"configured streets, it is also not possible to concludethat the contrary is true. It seemsthat the claim that boulevardsare less safe, specifically becauseof their complex
intersections, is not substantiatedby the facts availableto this study.
Indeed, our most "problematic" example, Barcelona, makesone doubt the logic of the "safety"
argument even further. The main pok’lt of the argument against boulevards is that the complexity of
movementsin intersections makesthem unsafe. Andyet in Barcelona, this has beea largely resolved by
a pattern of traffic organization whichrelies on alternating one-waystreets. The intersections along the
Paseo de Gr~cia are thus greatly simplified, and the numberof conflict points reduced. Consequentlyone
wouldhave expected, in Barcelona, less of a difference betweenthe safety record of boulevards arid control streets. However,it seemsthat the simplification of the intersections has not improvedthe safety of
boulevards, but perhaps madeit worse. Interestingly, it is those two places where attempts have been
madeto "resolve" the complexity of intersections -- Barcelona, and K Street in Washington,D.C. -- that
seemedto fare worserelative to other streets.
Onthe whole, boulevardscarry as muchif not moretraffic per throughlane.
While boulevards comein manyconfigurations and in manylocal contexts, and their records for
carrying through traffic varies to a great degree, in all cases studied boulevardshandle the volumeswithout any delays in traffic. Invariably, because of their width and prominencein the urban fabric, they are
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0.11
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.04
0.02

used as major arterial streets (with the exceptionof Paris, in whichthey exist in varying sizes andsections).
Someof the Europeanstreets -- like the Champsl~lys~es and the Diagonal, with an ADTof 101,262 m
are not matched by any streets studied in the U.S. They managethose volumes with smaller crosssections than the U.S. streets (165 feet on the Diagonal versus I75 feet on the Grand Concourse, which
has an ADTof 57,950; the Diagonal devotes 81 feet to pedestrians against only 55 feet for the Grand
Concourse). Nor does giving the side access streets over to local traffic seem to makemuchof a dent in
the capacity of the streets. For instance, OceanParkway,on which only 7 percent of the traffic moves
on the access lanes, at a very slow pace, carries more traffic than QueensBoulevard, on whichthe side
14
lanes were used by 31 percent of the passing cars.
Further, intense observation suggests that on urban streets, whereabutting uses have direct access
to the street, with the constant need for pickup and dropoff, and with deliveries to shops, the disturbance
to through traffic caused by single- and double-parking, and by cars pulling in and out of parking, is much
greater on normalstreets than on boulevards, whereit is unobtrusively carried out on the access lanes.
Pedestriansafety is an issue in particular types of boulevardswhereside accessstreets are usedas
throughlanes.
Those boulevards with pedestrian safety problems seem to be characterized by two features. One
is long length of blocks, whichtends to raise the probability of mid-blockcrossings arid is not unique to
boulevards. The second is the use, by design or regulation, of the side access roads as fast throughways,
rather than as access lanes. This is true for the Grand Concourseand QueensBoulevard, which have the
dubious distinction of being the two streets with the highest pedestrian fatality rates in NewYork City,
largely as a result of mid-blockcrossings and pedestrians being hit on the access roads. 15 It is also probably true on the Diagonal and the Gran Via, where the side streets are used for through traffic,

and where

the pedestrian accidents occurring mid-block between intersections are about 35 percent of all pedestrian
accidents; while in the Paseo de Gr~cia, where the side access lanes are slower-movingand narrower,
only 20 percent of pedestrian accidents occur at fetid-block.
To summarize, we believe we are able to showthat boulevards are not less safe than normal
streets.

Nor do they seem to have a problem in carrying the amountof traffic

necessary to makethem

useful as major urban traffic carriers. In fact, manyhours of observing and filming these streets have not
suggested serious congestion. "Improving"the intersections, with the intent of streamlining them for less
possible conflict points, does not seem to help, but rather, mayactually cause these boulevards to be less
safe. Finally, improperdesign or use of the side access lanes for through traffic seemsto increase the
danger to pedestrians, relatively to other boulevards and normalstreets.
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V,

THE EFFECT OF PRESENT
ON BOULEVARD DESIGN

RULES,

GUIDELINES,

AND NORMS

Fromthe outset of this study, it was intended to explore the impacts that current highwaydesign
guidelines, standards, and norms would have on the design of boulevards: could a widely acclaimed
boulevard (like the AvenueMontaigne), be constructed today, following today’s "rules of the road"?
Wesuspected that the answer would be "no!"
Morespecifically, the initial intent was simply to showhowtwo existing boulevards, AvenueMontaigne and the Paseo de Gr~cia, deemedto be exemplary of the type, might have to change using today’s
Americanstandards, and then to ask if they would remain as fine streets. This exercise within the larger
study was to be completedand presented early in the report as a meansof highlighting an overreaching
problem -- howto reconsider the contemporaryand future value of this major street-type,

which is now

in general disrepute. As this part of the study progressed, however, two complicated issues emerged.
First, boulevardsdo not fit neatly into the prevailing functional categorization of streets as found
in manualsof traffic engineering, whichwe used as a source of standards and norms. 16 So there was a
question of which standards or guidelines were applicable to boulevards° Boulevards’ prominencein the
city, their width as well as their history as major streets, makesit natural to classify themas arterials, or
at le:~ as collectors. However,the unlimited access to abutting property, and the local nature of the
movementon the side streets,

makesone want to classify them as local streets.

Whichstandards should

one apply to them?Generally in this study we have used standards for arterials, but for local streets we
used criteria based on a design speed of less than 40 mph.Nonetheless, the functional classification issue
remainsat a larger scale and will be dealt with further in the final chapters.
Second, it becameincreasingly apparent that any single standard or guideline, while it might be
important, maynot be critical to the ultimate success or failure of a boulevard. Manycombinedcharacteristics account for the best and worst boulevards. Standards tend to deal with elements in isolation. It
therefore becamenecessary to better understand the complexity of boulevards, and howthe various elements are related to the roles they play. To simply say that it wouldnot be possible to build Avenue
Montaignetoday, or that it might be possible to build another fine street, is not enough. A moredetailed
study of the way boulevards work makesit possible to understand the impacts of the guidelines and
norms. For these reasons, this part of the study is being presented later than anticipated, but with much
more knowledge in hand.
The Standards and Their Effects
There is no single body of normsand regulations that governs the design of streets in the U.S.A.
Practice differs from state to state and from city to city. After reviewingsomeof the literature on street
design guidelines, we chose to use "Guidelines for MajorUrbanStreets Design: A Recommended
Practice"
(hitherto GMUSD)
as a representative of the norms in urban road design. Byrelating specifically to urban
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major roads, it was directly applicable to boulevards, and it enabled us to get to the implications of
diverse norms and practices without having to make our owninterpretations.

Wesupplemented it with

reference to AASHTO,
1957; AASHTO,
1990; Homburgerand Kell, 1984; and Traffic Engineering
Handbook,1982 (see endnote 16).
Wewill show howthe salient physical characteristics

are handled on the AvenueMontaigneand

the Paseo de Gr~icia, what the Americanrecommendationsare, and what would be the effect of applying
those standards on these two streets.
The following five design issues covered by GMUSD
are relevant to boulevard design and may
affect themadversely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.

Lane widths
Median width and design
Intersection design
Sight distance
Parking

Lane Widths
The following table (Table 5.1) shows the recommendedand minimumstandards from GMUSD17

and compares them with the existing widths on the Paseo de Gr~cia and the AvenueMontaigne.
Table 5.1:

Comparison Between Lane Width Norms and Existing
in Paseo de Grficia and Avenue Montaigne.

American Norms
Design Speed
Over 40 mph
Under 40 mph
Lane Width Minimum
Desirable Minimum Desirable

Width

Existing

Curb/
Parking
Curb Travel

11’
11’

12’
12’

11’
11’

13’
13’

Paseo de Gr~cia
8’o14’
someof it angled
parking
9’-10’

Inside Lane
Turn Lane

10’
10’

12’
12’

11’
11’

12’
12’

9’-10’
NA

Avenue Montaigne
6’-7’in accesslanes
10’ in center roadway
NA
7’-9’ in accessroad
10’ in center road
NA

Possible Effect of LaneWidthStandardson Boulevards
The AvenueMontaigneincludes within its 126-foot right-of-way four and sometimesfive parking
lanes, two access lanes, and three through-traffic lanes. If rebuik to American-desirablestandards that
include the same numberof lanes, it would have a right-of-way of 166 feet. If rebuilt to minimum
standards, it would need a right-of-way of 154 feet (assuming that the sidewalks and mediansstay the same
width). Considering only the amountof space devoted to vehicles, the present 80 feet would change to
110 feet using desirable standards, and to 98 feet using minimums.The part of the street that is most
affected by lane width standards is the access lanes, whichwill be expandedfrom 14 feet to a desirable 24
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feet or from a width of 24 feet to a width of 36 feet, an increase of 50 to 70 percent in breadth. The
changein the width of the through lanes is relatively small, from 42 feet to a desirable 50 feet, or a mini°
mumof 44 feet (an increase of 5 to 20 percent in the width).
Wideninglanes according to Americanstandards does little

to increase the capacity of the boule-

vard, because the center roadwaystays roughly the same but expedites faster movementof cars on the
access lanes. Observation of the access lanes in the AvenueMontaignehas shownthat the pedestrians
treat themas part of their realm, and mingle freely with the cars. That is possible only if cars travel very
slowty, which they do on the AvenueMontaigne partly because of the extreme narrowness of the access
lanes. Another observation consistently madeon all boulevards was that pedestrians will cross the access
lanes to the medianon a red light, to shorten the distance they have to cross whenthe light changes. By
wideningthe access lanes, and allowing traffic to travel faster, the danger to pedestrians whodo so is
increased. The balance in the use of the street has shifted to the automobile’s needs, rather than the
pedestrian’s needs and comfort, whichis the controlling factor in AvenueMontaigneas it is now.
However,one needs to note that lane width standards alone do not makeboulevards impossible
to design in the U.S., although they maymakeit difficuk to introduce boulevards wherestreet width is
limited. Diagram5.2 shows that if minimum
standards are used, and if the access lanes are limited to a
parking lane and one travel lane, and the center roadwayis limited to two through lanes only in each
direction, a boulevardcan be built in a 124-foot right of-way. If the desirable standards are used, and if
the center is increased to six through lanes, the required right-of-way width increases to 166 feet. Here
again the pedestrian realm is weakenedby the wider access lanes, whichallow the possibility for faster
traffic

movementon them.

2.

Medians
Following are some of the recommendations in GMUSD:
¯
¯
¯

Trees over six inches in diameter are not recommended,because they can contribute to
fixed-object collision.
High curbed medians mayresult in more accidents.
8- to 20-ft. landscaped median recommended.
RecommendedMedian Width (Table 7.1 from GMUSD)

Function
Separationof OpposingTraffic
Pedestrian Refugeand Spacefor Traffic Control
Left-Turn SpeedChangeand Storage
Crossing/EnteringVehicle Protection
U-Turns,Inside to Inside Lanes
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Min° Width
(ft)
4
6
14
20
26

Desired Width
(ft)
10
14
2O
40
6O

,¢,f

Diagram 5,1a:
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Avenue Montaigne
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4

Diagram S.lb: Hypothetical Reconfiguration
if Rebuilt to AmericanDesirable Standards
ApproximateScale: 1" = 40’ or 1:500
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P

Diagram 5.2a: MinimumStandard Boulevard with Four Center Lanes

P

P

Diagram5.2b: Desirable Standard Boulevard with Six Center Lanes
ApproximateScale: 1"=40’ or 1:500
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Possible Effects of MedianGuidelines on Boulevards
Therecommendation
to limit the size of tree trunks to six inches in diameterwouldmeanthat
mostof the trees on the Paseode Gr~ciaand the AvenueMontaignewouldhaveto be replaced. It is hard
to imaginethese streets withoutthe large trees, separatingthe varioustraffic lanes andprovidingshade
for pedestrians in summer,while creating a canopieddrive in the center. This normlimits the possible
size and effect of trees on a boulevard.Thelogic of removinglarge trees, whichcreate a physical and
psychologicalobstacle that improvesthe sense of safety for pedestriansfromcars, becausethey maycontribute to fixed-objectaccidentis questionable.In all, it addsto anotherweakening
of the pedestrianrealm.
High-curbed
mediansprovidea sense of safety on an arterial street, especiallyones that haveheavy
traffic. Theyalso providesomeobstacle to mid-blockcrossing. For exampleon the Diagonal,in Barcelona, the curb towardsthe center lanes is reinforcedby a planter, whichcreates a high curb towardsthe
driving lanes. Onthe BoulevardBeaumarchais
in Paris, the height difference betweenthe roadwayand
the sidewalkis equivalentto twostep rises, about12 inches, again providingan increasedsense of safety
on the sidewalk.
Thebasis of the recommended
medianwidths are geometricconsiderations related to the ways
mediansworkto facilitate or hindertraffic movement.
Theonly considerationof pedestriansis as a pedestrian refuge. However,on the AvenueMontaigneand the Paseode Gr~lcia, a.~ well as other boulevards,
wehaveobserveda muchwider array of functions for the medians,first and foremostas locations for
transit stops, promenades,kiosks, and newsstands.AvenueMontaignemediansare approximately7.5
feet wideand accommodate
bus stops as well as sitting benches,kiosks and parkingticket machinesas
well as a public toilet. In the Paseode Gr~cia, mediansare between6 and 22 feet, and accommodate
a
host of features: splendidbenches,whichare also basesof street lights; busstops; and entrancesto the
undergroundparking and the subway,whichare on the wider portions of the medians.Near intersections at crosswalks,the mediansare widenedat the expenseof the parkinglane. This also offers a wider
spacefor cars turning left or makingU-turnsfromthe access lanes to wait.
3.

Intersection

Design (p. 33 in GMUSD)

Followingare ten recommended
principles for intersection design from GMUSD:
1. Reducenumberof conflict points
2. Controlrelative speeds
3. Coordinatedesign and traffic controls
4. Consideralternate crossing geometries
5. Consideralternate turning geometries
6. Avoidmultiple and compoundmergingand diverging maneuvers
7. Separateconflict points
8. Favorthe heaviest and fastest flow
9. Reduceareas of conflict
10. Segregate non-homogeneous
flows
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Diagram 5.3: Paseo de Gr~cia: Plan Showing ManyFunctions of the Medians
ApproximateScale: 1"=40’ or 1:500

Possible Effects of Intersection DesignPrinciples on Boulevards
Anormalintersection betweentwo two-waystreets with one movinglane in each direction has
16 majorpoints of conflict. In the AvenueMontaigne(16) and the Paseode Grhcia(33), the number
conflict points is kept rather lowbecausethe crossing streets are one-way,and in the case of the Avenue
Montaigne
the boulevarditself is essentially a one-waystreet, with only public transit goingin the opposite direction. It is obviousthat points of conflict at boulevardintersections couldbe reducedwithout
doing awaywith boulevards,or substantially destroying them. However,evenin a worst-case scenario
-- like the intersection of OceanParkwaywith DitmasAvenue,whichincludes all possible movements
betweena boulevardand a two-waycross-street, and whichhas 50 points of conflict -- it is not at alI clear
that moreconflict points actually cause moreaccidents to happen.Aswasseen in the chapter describing
the safety performanceof boulevards, OceanParkway,despite havingno limitations on movements
at
intersections, anddespite beingthe busiest boulevardstudied, has the best safety recordof all streets
studied in NewYork. Theincrease in the numberof conflict points does not showa corresponding
increase in the numberof actual accidents.
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Diagram 5.4.

Four-Way Intersection

Conflict

Points

Principles 2 and 10 are implemented better on Paseo and AvenueMontaigne than in "normal"
streets. Relative speeds are controlled, and non-homogeneous
flows are separated.
Principles 6, 7, and 9 do not seemto be borne out by our observations as contributing to safety
on urban streets.

However,it seems impossible to implementthem on existing boulevards without des-

troying them. At K Street in Washington,D.C., attempts to separate someof the conflict points have
probably contributed moreconflict points on the street, without really reducing those at the intersections.
Regarding principle 8, on the Paseo de Gr~cia at Arag6 the heaviest flow in terms of sheer number of people is pedestrians at 3,304 per hour versus 1308 cars per hour. On the AvenueMontaigne,
pedestrian flow is 1,328 people per hour versus 1,653 cars per hour. Wesee that the heaviest is not necessarily the fastest flow, and also that on somestreets pedestrian flows are not negligible in terms of people
passing through. Even on the Grand Concoursepedestrian crossings at 167th Street there were 864 people
per hour relative to total car movementof 2,800 vehicles per hour.
Takentogether, the ten principles consider vehicular traffic only, and do not account for the existence of pedestrians and the possible ways that the two modesmight interact. They assume an ideal of a
single-function street, and ignore the fact that in an urban area this ideal is probablyneither attainable
nor desirable. The Paseo de Gr~cia and the AvenueMontaigne are prime examples of a very different
approach to streets,

in which pedestrians are recognized and welcomed,and their needs met. Also, they

are streets that reach a balance of accommodating
both the passing-through traffic and the inevitable
local traffic that is created whenabutting land uses are accessed from a mainstreet.
It is apparent that the guidelines regarding the complexintersections created by the access roads,
or frontage roads as they are sometimescalled, have undergonesome changes over the years. In the 1957
AASHTO
policies, two types of major urban roads that include frontage roads are describe& major urban
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Diagram 5.5. Ocean Parkway Conflict Points
50 Conflict Points
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Diagram 5.6.

Conflict Points on Avenue Montaigne at Rue Francois
I6 Conflict Points

streets and expressways.Lanewidth requirementsand intersection requirementsare somewhatdifferent
for each type; however,an exampleof a street with frontage roads is includedwhichhas lane width of
11 feet, and it is considereddoable. Thediagramsshowvarious possibilities for expressways,althoughit
is clear that the desirable one is muchtoo wideto be considereda boulevard,or to function as one.
In the 1990 AASHTO
publication, the distinction betweenmajor urban streets and expressways
has beendropped,and they are all consideredas arterials; whilethe usefulnessof frontageroadsto facilitate accessto adjoiningpropertyis acknowledged,
it is consideredto be offset by complexitiesat the intersections. It recommends
a minimum
separation of 150 feet betweenthe right curb of the through lanes
and the left curb of the frontage road (pp. 838-839).However,it is allowedthat narrowerseparations
are acceptable(downto a minimum
of 8 ft.) wherefrontage road traffic is very light, whenit is one-way
only, or whensomemovements
are prohibited. Thus, although one can still say that boulevardsare
allowedor possible under these norms, they are certainly not recommended
or encouraged.
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Diagram5.7. Conflict Points on Paseo de Gr/tcia at CarrerVal~ncia
33 Conflict Points
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Diagram5.8: At-Grade Expressways: Pdght-of-WayWidths
(from AASHTO,
1957, p. 264, Figure F-5)
The Paseo de Gr~cia and Avenue Montaigne employ two different

solutions to the problem of

h~tersection design on boulevards° In the Paseo, the width of the medianis increased in the intersections
to 26 feet. This is enoughfor cars wanting to turn left from the access lanes to makea half turn and wait
for the light to changeon the cross-street, at whichpoint they join that stream of traffic either in going
straight to completethe left turn, or to turn left into the center lanes or the opposite access lane of the
Paseo to complete a U-turn. Wehave observed five or six cars waiting in this way without blocking the
through movementon the access lane. This is aided by the one-waydesign of the cross streets,

which

enables them to stack up along the whole width of the cross-street (see Diagram5.2). In the Avenue
Montaigne,the access lanes are raised slightly and curbed by a one- to two-inch curb, and also are turned
slightly inwards. The effect is to makethem fee! very muchlike driveways. The result is that the rightof-way for all "kinds of turning movementsdefinitely belongs to the cars movingon the center lanes, and
the drivers on the access lanes use caution whencomingout of the access lanes, similar to the waydrivers
comingout of driveways will act.
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Diagram5.9: Intersections with Frontage Roads
(from AASHTO,
1990, p. 836, Figure IX-74)
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Sight Distance (p. 36, Table 92 in GMUSD)
Thefollowingtable summarizes
the sight distance requirementsfor a typical boulevard.
For 40-mphdesign speed, six lanes of traffic on the boulevard.
Crossing Vehicle

Sight Distance

Passenger Car
Single-Unit Truck
Large Semi-Trailer

520ft.
680ft.
840ft.

The Effect of Sight Distance Normson Boulevards
Diagram
5.10 showsthat the effect of the application of sight distance to the location of trees on
the Paseode Grficia wouldbe disastrous (the area that is betweenthe dashedlines wouldneedto be kept
flee of trees; darkenedtrees are ones that wouldremain). Amajorityof trees aroundintersections would
have to be removedto providethe required sight distance. Theseboulevardsare characterized by the
fact that the trees run uninterruptedto the edgeof the intersection, makingthemthe strongest element
in the definitionof the street.
In all our observations,wehavenot encountereda situation wheretrees seemedto create a problemfor drivers at intersections. Manyother temporaryor semi-temporary
structures that are moreobtrusive, like bus stations and kiosks, are bulkier and obstructsight lines more,yet these haveto be located
near intersections for functional reasons. Parkedand waitingcars obstruct views, but are also a warning
to the drivers on the mainstreet to slowdown.OnAmericanstreets, at manyintersections one finds
newspaperdelivery boxes which, whenstanding side by side, provide a muchmoreformidablebarrier
to sight for a driver sitting Iowin a car and for pedestrianmovement
at an intersection than a rowof
densely planted trees. Theboxes, however,havenone of the redeemingfunctional and aesthetic value
of the trees.
So

Parking (p. 47 in GMUSD)
Thedesign guidelines strongly discourageparkingon majorstreets for the followingreasons:
® Personalgain for abutting ownersat public expense
Reductionof street capacity
Consumptionof space
Increasedtraffic flowby peoplelookingfor a place to park
® Seventeenpercent of urban accidents involve parking or parkedvehicles
® Obstructionof fire-fighting apparatus
Viewobstructions
In places wherepublic parkingis provided,angledparkingis discouraged.
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The Effect of Parking Guidelines on Boulevards
Parking is an essential function on the Paseo de Gr~cia and the AvenueMontaigne.The parked cars
help separate movingcars and pedestrians. Cars looking for a place to park or stop slow downtraffic on
the access lanes. Weconsistently observed that even on boulevards where parking is forbidden, like the
Diagonal and Gran Via des Cortes Catalanes, there were cars parking illegally,

with two wheels on the

sidewalk.
Parking lanes in AvenueMontaigneare seven or eight feet. The Paseo de Gr~lcia allows various
configuration of parking, in either one or two lanes. It also employsangled parking solutions to increase
the use of space.
These streets provide only a limited amountof parking. On the other hand, they are very accessible to public transportation and taxis, whichrun on special lanes, makingthemfaster than private cars.
The result is a balance betweencars and pedestrians, and private and public transportation, whichis conduciveto a lively and pleasant street.
Guidelines,

Norms, and the Pedestrian Realm of Boulevards

If we examinea section of the AvenueMontaigne,we can see that the area devoted to pedestrians
on the sidewalks and in the mediansconsists of 44 percent of the total area of the street. For the Paseo de
Gr~cia, that area is 50 percent of the total area of the street. The lane widths in AvenueMontaigneand
the Paseo de Gr~icia are all substandard by Americannorms. Especially so are the side access lanes, 24 feet
in Montaigne, in which two lanes of parking and one passing lane are accommodated.The total width of
the street including sidewalks and mediansis 126 feet. To accommodate
as muchas it does, under desirable lane width norms in the U.S., a street 166 feet in width would have been needed. Most of the widening occurs at the access lanes, whichneed to be widenedto 36 feet (an increase of 50 percent over their
existing width). The land area that is devoted solely to the pedestrian drops from 44 to 34 percent. However, if weconsider the waythat the AvenueMontaignereally works, wherethe side access lanes, because
of the slow movement
of cars, are actually used as a part of an extended pedestrian realm stretching from
the buildings to the end of medians,this meansthat 67 percent of the land in the boulevardis at the pedestrian scale and speed. By wideningthe access lanes, or limiting parking on them, cars can go faster on
them, and will tend to use them more. Thus they cease to operate as an extended pedestrian realm, and
becomemore a part of the motorist realm. As that happens, the medians becomeless useful to the pedestrians, because they are separated from the sidewalks by fast-moving traffic. In addition, the delineation
of tile pedestrian realm is further weakenedby the removalof any trees near intersections and all large
trees within the medians to "improve" sight lines, and by makingbreaks in the medians to replace turnL, ig movements
at the intersections. Thus, as a result of the various guidelines and requirements, the area
of the street that is devotedto the pedestrian drops from 67 percent of the total street section to 25 per
-104-
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cent, completely disturbing the balance between pedestrian arid vehicular movement,and between local
and through traffic.
A Brief Conclusion
This demonstration illustrates

the extent of the problem facing the proponents of the continued

and expandeduse of boulevards. It seemsthat esteemedand pleasant boulevards like the Paseo de Gr~cia
and the AvenueMontaignecould not be built in the U.S. today, largely because of the road design guidelines and standards currently in use. It explains, we believe, the deterioration and neglect that many
boulevards have suffered. However, no sing!e norm or recommendationactually does the damageon its
own. It is the combinedforce of the various norms together, which are applied in a consistent way
under fundamentalprinciples of road design, that makeit difficult if not impossibleto design arid build
good boulevards today.
The rationale for the various normsand practices, the essence of the discipline of traffic engineering as it relates to road design, is to designroads and streets that will carry traffic efficiently and safely.
Wehave seen how these norms and practices can destroy existing boulevards, and makenew ones nigh
impossible to build. In previous chapters, we have seen that boulevards accommodate
a great variety of
movements
and interactions, and that on the whole they do it as safely as other types of streets. Let us
nowmove on to some hypotheses arid observations which begin to explain when and where boulevards
are needed, and howis it that they work.
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VI.

WHERE

BOULEVARDS

WORK AND WHY THEY

DO

The focus of this study of boulevards has been on countable data, such as accidents and volumes;
on physical measurementsof boulevards and their immediateenvironments, particularly at intersections;
and on visually monitoring behavior on boulevards in person and through the use of time-lapse and video
photography. All three of these methodsused together permit a series of observations about the nature
of the type of boulevard that was studied, particularly addressed to whythey work and where they do
so best. Thoseare the subjects of this section of this report.
Before movingon, an aside about data and information is appropriate. So-called "hard" data, we
have found, is seldom as hard as we might wish. Accident data maybe counted differently from city to
city and country to country. Different phenomenaare counted, precise locations of accidents mayor
maynot be given, and accidents at intersections maybe "credited" to one street, thereby raising its accident rate, whenperhaps the accident should be counted for the other street. The data is hard to find, all
the moreso if one is not in the city in question. Oncefound, it is not always clear what is counted and
what are the classification criteria. Traffic volumedata mayalso be less reliable than desired. At times,
the volumesare not based on actual counts, but on samples and partial data that is then assigned and
expandedvia one modelingdevice or another. In this regard, the actual traffic volumescounted on
AvenueMontaigne, for example, do not correspond to the overall Paris data found on volume maps;
our field-counted numbersseem higher. The impact would be a lower accident rate. Nor is in-the-field
monitoring of behavior without its limitations, even whenit includes repeated viewing of film or video
taken over time. One always wonders if anything critical

is being overlooked. On the whole though,

as researchers, we were most surprised by the dubious nature of someof the accident and volumedata,
both current and past. All the morereason, then, to rely on mukipleconsiderations in assessing the
safety and appropriateness of boulevards.
Whathas been found is that boulevards, in general, are no less safe than other major traffic carriers. To be sure, all boulevardscannot be said to be safe. But that is true of other streets as well -- local
residential streets, so-called collectors thoroughfares, expressways,and, freeways. Designcounts! It
makesa difference. This research not only permits a conclusion as to the general safety of boulevards
but also observations (the reader maycall these hypotheses) that have to do with their design and the
relation between design and behavior on them.
A General Observation (Hypothesis) Regarding Behavior on Boulevards: People Follow the Rules
Anomalies mayattract our attention,

but overwhelminglymotorists and pedestrians follow the

rules. Motorists do not generally go through red lights (a general observation for all the streets observed),
they do not generally makeright turns from central lanes of a boulevard if that is clearly prohibked (K
Street, Queens Boulevard, Paseo de Gr~cia, Grand Concourse), they use breaks in medians to move
between the central lanes and the access lanes (K Street, QueensBoulevard, Grand Concourse), they
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obeyleft-turn prohibitions (general observation), and they park wherethey are supposedto park (general observation). Pedestrianspay attention to lights and cross with themand, generally, are very mindfill of vehiclesin their behavior.
TheEsplanade,in Chico, is a goodexampleof this. It is a boulevardalong whicha maximum
of
traffic movements
are possible at intersections, yet there is a clear hierarchyof movements
established
by traffic lights and stop signs: the central boulevardtraffic is giventop priority for movement,
then
comesthe cross-streets, and finally the slowest-moving
across roads, controlled by the moststop signs.
Peoplefollowthe rules all alongthe route.
However,Motorists and Pedestrians will take Advantageof Opportunities which MayBe Against the
Rules, if DoingSo is Perceivedas Safe
This observationis mostdramaticallyexhibited by pedestrianswhowill regularly cross roads
against a traffic light to get to the median,usingit as a haven,beforecrossingthe fast-movingcentral
lanes whenthey are supposedto. This behaviorwasobservedat all boulevards,the ones with fastmovingaccess lanes (GrandConcourse,QueensBoulevard)as well as those with slow access lanes
(OceanParkway,AvenueMontaigne).Peoplewishingto cross pauseat the first curb to see if a car
coming,they moveto the medianagainst the light, and then they wait, havingcompleteda piece of
their crossing. Thebehaviormakessense.
Pedestrianswill regularly walk,evenstroll, on narrowaccesslanes that are for motorists
(AvenueMontaigne,OceanParkway,BoulevardCourcelles, AvenueFranklin D. Roosevek,others).
Motorists provideinnumerableexamplesof rule-breakingthat seemssafe, for example:
*

OnKStreet, the breaks in the medianfor access to and fromthe central lanes are
directional, one for entry, one for exit. But the actual designis muchmorespacious
than is needed,and motorists,usuallyafter a pause, will use reentry lanes for exit and

vice versa, and they will makeillegal U-turnsinto them. Sometimes
this behaviorwas
morefrequent than the legal movements.
Motoristsleaving the access lanes on ShattuckAvenue,in Berkeley,regularly cross two
lanes of traffic, almostat right angles, to makea left turn at the sameintersection where
theyhaveleft the accesslane.
® MotoristswilI backout of slow-moving
or stoppedaccess lanes into intersections if
they perceive that will get themmovingagain without accident (AvenueMontaigne).
® Somemotoristsmovefromcentral lanes to accesslanes, or fromaccess lanes to central
lanes, at intersections wherethis is prohibited (K Street muchmorethan on Queens
Boulevard or GrandConcourse).
* U-turns are not uncommon
whetheror not they go against the rules.
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It is notable that, generally, peoplepausebefore taldng advantageof opportunitiesthat maybe
against the rules. Observedbehaviorsuggeststhat peoplesee a chanceto achievean objective, understand
that the action mightnot be accordingto the rules, makean assessmentas to whetheror not they can do
whatthey wantsafely and withoutgetting caught, and then do it if the answersare positive. ThosemidblockU-turnson KStreet, across twolanes of traffic into an exit lane fromthe accesslanes, do not happen whenthere is continuoustraffic movingin the oppositedirection. All of whichleads to the next
observation.
People on BoulevardsAdapt their Behaviorto Situations, but, whenChoices are Manyand Complex,
People Movewith More Caution
For our purposeshere, the secondhalf of this observationis the mostimportant,and it is the
intersections wherewefocus. Ashas beenclaimedand shownearlier, it is the intersections of boulevards that seemto producemostproblems:the diagramsthat showall the possible conflict points are
impressive.But the travel worlddoes not necessarily workas foreseenin those diagrams,particularly
on the best-designedboulevards.Again, westress the importanceof physical design.
On OceanParkway, Eastern Parkway, The Esplanade, and AvenueMontaigne, the movement
possibilities are especially complex.Theyare evenmoreso at intersections on AvenueMarceau,in Paris.
Onthe first four of these boulevards,drivers approachingintersections on the access roads, by choiceor
rule, slow downconsiderably. Thenthey proceedcautiously to makeone or moreof those possible
movements.
It is as if peopleare very consciouslyawareof potential conflict and act accordingly(which
usually meansslowly) to avoid accidents. True, they mayalso engagein someoutlandishdriving behavior
-- driving the wrongwayinto an access lane on AvenueMontaigne,parking for a moment
at a corner
whilea driver runs into a store, maltinga prohibited movement,
etc. -- but they do so cautiously and
generally without consequence.
It shouldbe notedthat these streets are characterizedby relatively narrowaccesslanes upon
whichthere is small amountsof traffic in relations to the volumescarried in the central lanes. To a
considerableextent, this is a consequence
of their designs,but it doesnot take awaythe reality of intersections alongthese streets that are truly complex.
AvenueMarceau,a boulevardleading fromthe Etoile, is another matter. Herethere are some
truly complicatedintersections, not so muchwith the accessstreets, but with cross-streets: at one point,
four streets intersect with AvenueMarceau,and Marceauhas access streets on both sides. Thenumber
of possible movements
is staggering, and it seemsthat all of those are executed.Overtwohoursof
observationreveals that drivers becomeawareof the complexityof the place they are entering and act
with caution. Accidentdata at this intersection reveals that noneof the intersections havemorethan
ten accidents a year, whichwasthe threshold for entry into the report that wasprovided.
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RemovingcomplexitT from rather straightforward intersections maynot always makethem safer.
MangroveAvenue,in Chico, runs parallel to the Esplanade, has significantly fewer intersections, arid
carries about the same amountof traffic. Majorintersections have lights timed to eliminate left-turn
conflicts. Andyet, Mangrovehas a similar accident rate to the Esplanade.
Boulevards with Wide Traffic Lanes and Long Blocks are Associated with Higher Speeds and More
Mid-Block Crossings by Pedestrians
Queens Boulevard and the Grand Concourse are considered amongthe most unsafe streets in
NewYork(Grand Concourseparticularly for pedestrians). To stand or drive on either alone is to believe
it. Both, however,have particular physical design characteristics that might account for their status.
Both of the NewYork streets have access lanes that are wider than any other of the boulevards studied;
32 feet for Queens Boulevard, and 35 feet for Grand Concourse. The access lanes on Ocean Parkway,
Eastern Parkway, Paseo de Gr~cia, and Boulevard Courcelles are also wide, but they permit parking
against both curbs, thereby narrowingthe effective travel width of the access lanes. Indeed, the travel
lane widths on Grand Concourseare wider on the access lanes than they are on the center lanes. Both
of these streets have traffic volumeson the access lanes that approachthose on the central lanes.
Travelingin a taxi on these two streets, the speed regularly is equal to or rivals that in the central lanes. Onall of the other boulevards, traffic movedat a significantly slower pace on the access roads
than on the central lanes, even discounting the time stopped at the intersections°
To underline the point, no parking is permitted on the access lanes of the Diagonal and the Grand
Via in Barcelona, and fast through traffic is encouraged.Bothof these streets exhibit a pattern of a higher
percentage of mid-block pedestrian accidents than the Paseo de Gr~cia, whichwe associate with pedestrians crossing from the sidewalks to the medianin mid block.18 Certainly the sidewalks along the buildings are unpleasant places to be.
Both Queens Boulevard and Grand Concourse are reputed to experience significant

jaywalking

between intersections and greater pedestrian-safety problemsthan other streets. They are rated first and
second in NewYorkCity in pedestrian fatalities. 19 To observe the streets is to believe the assertion.
These boulevards also have grater distances betweenintersections than other boulevards, or greater distances betweendesigned crossings. In those physical conditions people will, apparently, tend to jaywalk
rather than to walk to distant intersections and then double back to destinations across a wide street.
For comparison, Eastern Parkway and Ocean Parkway have higher volumes of traffic

than Queens

Boulevard and the Grand Concourse°Yet, their pedestrian accident rates are 0.02 for Ocean and 0.06
for Eastern, with 0.06 for QueensBoulevard and 0.08 for Grand Concourse.
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In General, Street Trees are Less of a Visual Barrier than Other Objects Placed at Street Intersections,
and Less of a Barrier than Parked or Stopped Vehicles, whose Existence is Inevitable
Simplyput, it is considerably easier to see around a tree trunk, even around a wide one, than it
is to see around a parked or stopped car, a transformer box on a light pole, or a battery of newspaper
vending machineslined up along the curbs at intersections.
Neither accident data nor observation carried out as part of this study permit a positive correlation betweentrees, their spacing, or their nearness to corners and safety.
To Work Well, a Boulevard Must Establish an Extended Pedestrian Realm
Put another way, if the access roads of a boulevard are separated strongly from the center roadwayand are narrow, and if the medianshave closely spaced trees and perhaps benches, have a different
paving and a level change, and if there are transit stops or other functions that drawpeople to the median,
pedestrian behavior suggests that people consider the access roads a pedestrian realm. These factors, in
turn, modifydriver behavior to respect that realm.
Onall of the best boulevards, most if not all of these conditions pertain. Trees that form an uninterrupted line and are close together create a traversible yet strong semitransparent picket-fence-like
boundarythat sets the access lanes apart from the center. Wimessall of the boulevards studied except
Queens Boulevard, Grand Concourse, and Shattuck Avenue. Grand Via and Diagonal establish

extended

pedestrian realms, but these are cut in two by fast-moving access roads. Narrowaccess lanes with parking are associated with slower auto movement(Montaigne, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Esplanade, Ocean
and Eastern Parkways), more at a pace with pedestrian movementand with the ideal of local traffic
rather than with through traffic.
Not all of the better boulevards have benches, but manydo. Generally, they are found along the
planted medians, not on sidewalks; witness AvenueMontaigne, Ocean and Eastern Parkways, and on
both the medians and the sidewalks of Paseo de Gr~cia.
Accesslanes of the Parisian boulevards have a further notable feature: their paving is raised above
the level of the cross-streets or central lanes by at least one inch, often more. This simple detail alerts
drivers that they are entering a different area whenthey rise over that simple pavementbreak. For
drivers it is a bit like being on a driveway.
Observation, borne out by the films, makeit clear that whenthese design qualities exist pedestrians consider the wholespace frombuildings to the central lanes as their realm, or at least an area in which
they are equal with vehicles. On those boulevards wherethis pedestrian-paced quality exists, it is commonto see autos and pedestrians together on the access roads: AvenueMontaigne, AvenueFranklin D.
Roosevelt, Boulevard Beaumarchais, Boulevard Courcelles, Ocean Parkway, Eastern Parkway, The
Esplanade. Anddriver behavior does change; for example, vehicles movingslowly and quietly behind
pedestrians whoare walking on the street, or a motherfeeling safe enoughto stroll downthe street with
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Figure 6.1. Pedestrian Realmon OceanParkway
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Figure 6.2. Pedestrian Realm on Avenue Montaigne
an infant in a stroller. OnK Street, on the other hand, wherevehicular movement
on the access lanes is
paid moreattention, the large breaks in the median,for access and egress, seemto compromise
the integrity of the pedestrianrealm.
Cyclists also seemto feel comfortablein this pedestrian realm. Onone of the access roads of the
Esplenade,about 60 cyclists per hour wereobservedregularly. Theystayed awayfromthe central lanes.
AlongOceanParkway,half of one of the mediansis reserved for cyclists.
Apedestrian realmis not established (or at least does not presently exist) on QueensBoulevard
or the GrandConcourse.Nor does it exist on someother boulevardsheretofore unmentionedin Paris,
like AvenueGeorgeV. For sure, at these boulevards,the access lanes are wide, the trees do not help
enoughto establish separation fromthe center, and there are few pedestrian amenities.
Thoseboulevardswherethis pedestrian quality is strongest seemalso to be the safest (perhaps
most dearly seen in the relative safety of OceanParkway).However,it seemsimpossibleto say that
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one or twoof the notedphysical qualities are mostcrucial to the establishmentof a pedestrianrealm.
Theyare all important,in that they reinforce each other.
Boulevards CanWorkWell for MajorCommercialStreets, Residential Parkways,or a Mix of
Residential and CommercialUses. Their FormAllows the Street to Changeas the Context of the
City ChangesAroundIt
Thereseemsto be no reason, based on reviewsof the case studies, whya boulevardcannot work
as well for a residential, commercial,or mixed-useenvironment.
In situations whereboth through-goingtraffic and local traffic are heaW,each with different
needs, and each conflicting with the other, boulevardsseemto be mostappropriateas solutions to the
needsof both. Whena majorurban street passes throughan area of sufficient residential densky,or of
intense commercial
activity (either of whichmayinclude public transit service and stops), or a mixof the
two, areas throughwhichpedestrianactivity maybe significant and in whichvehicularaccess to adjacent
propertiesis relatively constant,safety problemspotentially exist in the conflict of those activities with
through-goingtraffic. Boulevards,becausethey separate the throughtraffic fromthe local traffic, and
becausethey can accommodate
public transit as well as private vehicles and pedestriansin appropriate
sub-realmsof the samepublic right of way,can resolve the inherent conflicts on such corridors. But, to
be effective and safe, they mustbe designedappropriately. Thedata and observationsof this research
suggestvery strongly that "appropriately"meansthat a pedestrian realmmustbe established alongthe
side accessroads, and that, withinthis context, relatively narrowervehicularcourtwaysare essential.
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VII.

CONCLUSIONS, POSSIBILITIES,

AND FURTHER RESEARCH

This report and attendant research, born of experience,started and ends with a positive viewof
boulevardsas efficient, form-giving,urban, status-bestowing,multi-purpose
streets for motorists,pedestrians, and cyclists, and for residences,businesses,public serviceuses, and recreation. At the start, extended
observationof someof the most outstanding boulevardssuggestedthat, whenweU-designed,
they were
as safe as any other majorurbancarrier not problematicor unsafeas generallycontendedby professionals
in the field of roadwaydesign. Early field observationsuggestedthat pedestriansand motorists understand the special movement
qualities of boulevards. Theyknowwhenthey cometo intersections that
there are manypossibilities, that others are trying to get in whentheyare trying to get out, that still
others are likely to turn whenthey wantto go straight, that a pedestrianis likely to wantto cross when
they wantto turn, that someone
will evenbackup in order to correct a mistakeor makean illegal turn,
and knowingthese things, they act accordingly:they proceedwith caution. In short, they adapt.
Indeed, traffic engineershavealso adaptedtraffic movements
on someof the best boulevardsso that
they workexactly as originally intended, as graciousmulti-purposestreets for local and throughmotor
traffic andfor pedestrians.
Tobe sure, researchcarried out anddata collected as a part of this studycannotbe said to prove,
2° It
unequivocally,our hypotheses,mostparticularly as regards to safety; but they comeclose enough.
is the combinationof quantitative data and physical observationthat makesthe argumentfor welldesignedboulevardscompelling.
Ofcourse, all boulevardsare not as safe as other streets with less complexintersections° Notall
freewaysare safe, nor are all of the other roadtypes, either. Boulevard
safety, as withother streets, depends
on manyfactors, not the least of whichare their designs. This researchhas permittedan integration of
traffic volumeand accident data with pedestrian volumes,wkhmeasuredphysical characteristics of various boulevards,with land uses, and with pedestrian and motorist behaviorsas derived fromobservation
and films. It has permitteddiscriminationbetweenthe physical characteristics of boulevardsand deterruination of whatseemsto workbest. It permits, nay requires, that wesay not all boulevardsare alike
and that someworkbetter than other.
Whatin fact does workbetter than others in regards to boulevardsmaybe counterintuitive to
some.Essentially, in boulevarddesign, biggermaynot be better, especiallyin relation to the side access
roads. Widelanes, fast traffic, absenceof parking,widelyspacedintersections, easy turns, and widely
spacedtrees -- all those standards and normsmostassociated with contemporaryroadwaydesign -- may
be counter-productiveas regards boulevards. In the U.S. wethink of the GrandConcourseand Queens
Boulevardas sad examples,and of OceanParkway,Eastern Parkway,and the Esplanadeas compelling
models.In Europe,AvenueMontaigne,with its extremelylimited sections, remainsan excellent exam~
ple of whatto do.
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Goodboulevard design lies in understanding and accepting the notion of multi-functional roadways, rather than single-purpose streets, and then in designing themaccordingly. The side access roads
are for local, slow-moving
traffic; for pedestrians; for access to public transit; for gaining access to abutting
properties; for parking; and maybefor various levels of recreation and cycling. Complex,even crowded
designs seem to work best. Tightness of dimensionscharacterize the best of the boulevard access roads.
But it wouldbe difficult to characterize the center lanes of OceanParkway,at 70 feet, or the Esplanade
central lanes, at 63 feet, as narrow. Theyare designedfor through traffic that movesat a goodpace, and
they work.
Intersections, it seems, can be complex, more so than we wouldhave imaginedat the start of the
study. AvenueMontaigne in Paris, and the Esplanade, Eastern Parkway, and OceanParkway in the U.S.,
offer the best examplesof the boulevards studied. In the U.S., as in Europe, people adapt to complex
environmentsand, it seems, this is moreeasily done whenphysical design constraints require moderately
paced movementrather than encouraging speed. Again, the key seems to be accepting multi-function
roadwaysand in designing for the mix, but not in imposingthe standards that maybe associated with
speed on that part of the roadwaythat is for local, slow, complexmovement.
Basically, then, the data together with observations of behavior through a variety of means, and
an understanding of the intimate physical environment of boulevards, is extremely encouraging and
favorable to boulevards. Theyare at least not less safe than other streets.
Future Opportunities
There exist considerable numbersof opportunities to design and redesign boulevards, more than
one mightimmediatelysuspect. It growsless and less likely that central cities wilI again engagein programsthat demolish large lineal swaths of developmentfor the purpose of newroad construction, neither
for freewaysnor expresswaysnor, for that matter, boulevards. The economicand social costs are too high.
The same will be true for existing suburban development. Only in newly developing areas, largely peripheral to existing metropolitan development, maywe expect new roads at a significant scale, and these
are not likely to be newfreeways. At the same time, we mayexpect increasing efforts at better arrangement and managementof the existing frameworkof roadways, consistent with a higher priority of attention and funding given to public transit, to higher densities, and to revitalization policies and programs
in inner-city areas and older suburbs. Just as welook, increasingly, to mixedurban land use areas as
both convenient and healthy, so, it seems, wewill want to, even must, explore the possibilities of multifunction streets, particularly including boulevards.
Within central cities and older suburbs, there are two notable situations where boulevards can
provide solutions to movementand land use problems: the redesign of existing boulevards that for one
reason or another do not function well presently, and the redesign of major roadways,usually arterials
that ekher need to be or can be re configured. A significant finding of this study is that a right-of-way of
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125feet, or slightly less, is all that is required.Certainly,as well, there will be manyopportunitiesfor
newboulevardsin newlydevelopingareas.
Fornow,a significant opportunityand challengelies in the redesignof existing streets, including
boulevardsthat weremistakenlyconfiguredin the first place. Thatis a reasonablenext step for the work
started here. Tothat end, the next phaseof this research will focus on the redesignof one or twoof the
roadwaysalready identified and on an existing urban expressway.Wehave seen that both the Grand
Concoursein the Bronxand QueensBoulevardin Queensare nowproblemstreets, with high accident
rates. Oneor both of themshouldbe redesignedto illustrate howexisting problemsmightbe solved
using findings in this study. At the sametime, GearyBoulevard(really an expresswaydespite the name)
in San Franciscooffers an opportunityfor a newboulevard,particularly in conjunctionwith public
transit improvements.In both the NewYorkand San Franciscocases, the process will be to redesign
the streets as boulevardsandthen to test the designswith local transportationexpertsto ascertain values
of those in charge with makingtraffic improvements,and to reconsider existing standards and norms
that makeboulevardsdifficult if not impossibleto achieve.
Continued Research
Beyond
test designsfor specific streets, further researchwill be helpful as regards boulevard
streets. Further research can substantiate the hypothesesput forwardin the previous ChapterVI. This
will involve the gatherL, ag of moreempiricalevidencefrommoreaccident and traffic volumedata combined with documented
behavioral observation, and detailed physical context informationas has been
started here. Implementation
research and design studies are also important.Thesewill deal with costs,
land use considerations(including density and mixesof uses) that workbest with different configurations, and with alternative designsto showwhatis possible in alternative rights-of-wayin different land
use situations. For sure, though,this study strongly suggeststhat boulevardscan be appropriatein
manysituations.
A Needto Rethink FunctionalCategorizationof Streets and the Conceptof Level of Service
In considerablemeasure,the decline of boulevardsas majorurbanroadwaysin the U.S. has accompaniedthe approachto traffic movement
centeredon a functionalclassification of streets. Asnotedearlier,
boulevardsdonot fit neatly into prevailingfunctionalcategories:arterials, collectors, local streets, andso
OnoWhatstandards should apply to them? A recent edition of the AASHTO
manual21 does not offer
muchinsight into the problem.Theyrefer to boulevardsas historic and substandardarterials, and as such
give U.S. minimum
standards but do not differentiate betweenthe center drivewayand the side access
lanes. Neither does the Institute of TransportationEngineers(ITE) publication Guidelinesfor Major
UrbanStreet Design.22 In relation to the functionalcategorizationof streets, boulevardsare perceivedas
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a historical aberration, predating sound traffic engineering principles, whichcould be tolerated, but
should be modifiedto complywith design guidelines for arterials streets as soon as possible.
Boulevards, however, are a solution to the problem of the growing disparity in speeds between
thoroughgoingand local and pedestrian traffic.

This problem began to makeits mark on cities with the

prevalent use of horse-drawncarriages and streetcars in the middle of the nineteenth century, and became
more acute with the advent of the automobile in the twentieth century. This is the same problem that
the functional categorization of streets attempts to resolve. But while the functional categorization of
streets attacks the problem by changing the very nature of streets, and breaking them downinto their
functional componentsas either traffic corridors or destinations, the boulevard can resolve the problem
by differentiating betweendifferent modesof travel within the samespace, while retaining the wholeness of the street as both a traffic corridor and a destination at the sametime.
Anotherfeature of boulevards and their designs is that they originate from a time whenpedestrian movementwas still

the predominant way of movingabout in the city. They are thus as oriented

towards pedestrians as muchas they are towards vehicles. Moderndesign standards have been predominantly influenced by the needs of the automobile, even where by function the pedestrian and property
access were central, as in residential street standards. 23 Goodboulevards have a balance between pedestrian and vehicular realms that the application of Americanguidelines tend to disturb.
Another fundamental concept of traffic

engineering has contributed to the demise of boulevards,

directly by compromisingthis balance between the pedestrian and vehicular modesof travel. This is the
concept of "Level of Service." This concept is defined as the freedomof a driver to choose the speed at
whichhe will travel3 4 As one ascends the level of streets in the functional categorization from local to
arterial to freeway, a higher level of service is expected. Boulevards, whichhave usually been categorized
as arterials, were thus expected to provide a high level of service for cars° The result has been a push to
increase the numberof through lanes at the expense of the access lanes, in order to improve the level of
the service of a roadwaywith the growth in the numberof vehicles. This has led to instances where the
side access lanes are treated as through lanes (Diagonal and GrandVia in Barcelona, and QueensBoulevard and the Grand Concoursein NewYork City). The end result of this action is an erosion of the
pedestrian realm completely, a realm whichas previously demonstratedis essential for the safety of
pedestrians on these streets.
For what seems like a long time, but is only about 150 years, urbanites have been delighted with
boulevards, with the prospect of strolling along tree-lined streets in dappledlight, meetingfriends, shopping, stopping at a bench or a care, isolated from fast-movingtraffic in the center by parked cars along a
side road and by rows of closely spaced trees. The best of themthat remain offer all of these experiences
still.

Boulevardsdeserve a second look!
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Appendix 2
Street Descriptions-- Streets Observedbut NotIncludedin Detailed Illustrations.
Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley
_Q¢~e r Roadway
¯ 2 lanes each direction plus left turns in center median
¯ signals each intersection
Access Roadway
¯ 1 lane plus diagonal parking
¯ through traffic not allowed, traffic can only enter
after an intersection and is forced back into center
traffic before the next intersection
_Gr~s-Street observed ~ancr~o~
¯ one-way westbotmd
¯ 2 lanes plus parking both sides
Boulevard direction
¯ runs north/south
¯ direction/side: #1 north, #2 south, #3 west, #4 east

_Q~ss-Street observed ~aseo de Gracia)
¯ two-way
Boulevard direction
® runs east/west
¯ direction/side: #I east, #2 west, #3 north, #4 south
Avenue Franklin Roosevelt, Paris
Center Roadway
¯ 3 lanes southbound, curb lane transit only
¯ 1 transit only lane northbound
¯ no center median
Access Roadway
¯ Occurs on west side only
¯ 1 through lane plus parking both sides
Cross-Street observed ~ean Goujan))
¯ one-way
Boulevard
di~
¯ runs north/south
¯ direction/side: #1 north, #2 south, #3 west, #4 east

Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, NewYork City
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

3 lanes each direction plus left turn lanes inserted at
intersections
no center median
controlled by signal every intersection
left turns/u-turns allowed every intersection
right hand turns allowed every intersection

Avenue Hoche, Paris
Cemer Roadway
¯ 2 lanes each direction
¯ parking each side
no center median
~ccess Roadways
¯ 1 through lane plus parking one side
Cross-Street observed (Rue Fanborg St. Honore)
Boulevard direction
¯ runs north/south
e direction/side: #1 north, #2 south, #3 west, 4 east

¯
~. lane plus parallel parking both sides
¯ controlled by stop sign each intersection
¯ through traffic allowed
¯ left turns allowed
Cross-Street observed (Bedford)
¯ two-way
¯ i lane each direction plus parking each side
]~glevard direction
¯ runs east/west
¯ direction/side: #1 east, #2 west, #3 north, #4 south

Avenue Kleber, Paris

.q auz auam

¯
¯

3 lanes southbound, curb lane transit only
1 transit only lane northbound
no center median
Access Roadway
¯
1 through lane plus parking one side
Area observed ~etween Etoile and Rue Paul Valery)
Boulevard direction
¯ runs north/south
¯ direction/side: #1 north, #2 south, #3 west, #4 east

Queens Boulevard, Queens, New York City
_CAnter Roadway
¯ 3 lanes each direction plus left-turn lane
¯ center median
¯ controlled by signal every intersection
¯ left turns/u-turns allowed every/ntersection
right hand turns allowed ever5, intersection
Access Roadway
¯ 2 lanes plus parking both sides
¯ controlled by stop sign each intersection
¯ through traffic allowed
left turns not allowed
Cross-Street observed (71st Ave/108thStreet.)
¯ two-way
¯ ~ lane each direction plus parking each side

Avenue Marceau, Paris
¯ 2 lanes each direction plus parking both sides
¯ no center median
Access Roadway
¯ 1 through lane plus parking both sides
Intersection observed (Rue Newton/RueGalilee)
¯ cross-streets converge
uncontrolled movements
no stop signs or signals

Ika~zmtAir~im
¯ tans east/west
¯ direction/side: #I east, #2 west, #3 north, #4 south
Gran Via Des Cortes Catalanes, Barcelona
Center Roadway
¯ one-way, 5 lanes westbound
¯ 1 curb lane transit only
Access Roadw;ly
¯ 2 lanes, no parking

¯
¯
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runs north/south
direction/side: #1 north, #2 south, #3 west, #4 east

Physical
U.S. Streets

Appendix
Features

3
Summary m

Observed but not Included in Detailed Illustrations.
New York

PHYSICAL FEATURES

Shattuck
at Bancroft

Right-of-way
Typicalbuilding-to-building
Curb-to-curb
Center roadwaytotal
roadwaydirection #1
roadwaydirection #2
center median
Access roadways
Side-medianside #3
Side-medianside #4
Typical sidewalk width
Typical block length curb-to-curb
Typicalside-mediantree spacing
Cross-street width
Meancenter speed (m.p.h.)
Meanaccess speed (mop.h.)

156
156
130
65
25
25
15
29
3.5
3.5
13
290
(none)
40

European Streets

Eastern Parkway
at Bedford

QueensBlvd.
at 108th

210
260
170
60
30
30
0
25
30
30
15
788
35
36

200
200
170
86
42
30
14
32
10
10
15
~pars~

Observed but not Included in Detailed Illustrations.
Paris

PHYSICAL FEATURES
(unitsin feet)

Franklin
Roosevelt
at Jean

right-of-way
116
Typical building-to-building
Curb-to-curb
71
Center roadwaytotal
42
roadwaydirection #1
10.5
roadwaydirection #2
31.5
center median
Access roadways
22
Side-median
side #3
7
Side-median
side #4
11
Typical sidewalk width
I3
Typical block length curb-to-curb
Typicalside-mediantree spacing 15
Cross-street width
Meancenter speed (m.p.h.)
Meanaccess speed (m.p.h.)

Hoche
at Fauborg
Ss~Hoao~

Kleber
at Eto~.e

Marceau
at

Gran

109
109
87
41
20.5
20.5

112
112
88
40
20
20

132
132
109
46
23
23

162
162
141
5O

15
8
8
11

15
9
9
12

23
8
9
11 or 12

16
28
3I
10 or 11

35
45
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Appendix4
Detailed Volumeand Accident Datafor U.S. Streets
Grand Concourse, Bronx, N.Y.C.
Volume & Accident Data
Volume
Intersections
Accidents
E192ndSt.
46.360
21.00
E 184
49.671
15.50
E 183
52.983
I7.50
E Burnside
56.294
22.00
E Tremont
59°606
30.00
Mount Eden
62.917
24.00
E 170
66.229
29.50
E 167
69.540
8.00
Avg.
57.950
20.94

Accident Rate
#Accident/
~
0.45
0.31
0.33
0.39
0.50
0.38
0.45
0.12
0.37

Accidents,
pedestrian
onl~
4.00
3.75
6°50
2.50
6.00
4.50
3.75
5.00
4.50

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/Vol.
0.09
0.08
0.12
0.04
0.10
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.08

Volume & Accident Data
Volume
ADT/1000
Ace/rictus
17.930
7.50
19.211
11.50
20.492
11.50
21.773
20.50
23.053
23.00
24.334
14.00
25.665
15.50
26.896
10.50
22o419
14.2 5

Accident Rate
#Accident/
Volume
0.42
0.60
0.56
0.94
1.00
0.58
0.60
0.39
0.64

Accidents,
pedestrian
only
2.00
1.50
3.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
6.50
2.06

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/VoL
0.11
0.08
0.15
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.24
0.09

Volume
ADT/1000
13.976
14.974
15.973
16.971
17.969
18.967
19.966
20.964
17.470

Accident Rate
#Accident/
Volume
0,75
0.53
0.72
0.41
1.81
0.79
1.50
0.67
0.90

Accidents,
pedestrian
only
1.00
0.50
2.50
1.00
2.50
1.00
0.50
0.50
1.19

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/Vol.
0.07
0.03
O.16
0.06
0.14
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.07

Accident Rate
#Accident/
Vol~e
0.25
0.33
0.55
0.31
0.34
0.29
0.39
0.31
0.37
0.33
0.35

Accidents,
pedestrian
ordy

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/VoL

Jerome Avenue, Bronx, N.Y.Co
Intersections
W192ndSt.
E 184/W 184
E 183/W 183
Burnside
Tremont
Mount Eden
E 170
Shakespeare
Avg.
Webster Avenue, Bronx, N.Y.C.
Intersections
E 193
E 184
E 183
E 179
E Tremont
E 173
Claremoat
E 167
Avg.
Washington, D.C., K Street--

12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20da
21st
Avg.

Accidents
10.50
8.00
11.50
7.00
32.50
15.00
30.00
14.00
16.06

Boulevard
Volume & Accident Data
Volume
ADT/1000
~
38.100
9.67
42.800
14.33
54.400
29.67
41.500
12.67
55.500
18.67
55.800
16.00
57.800
22.67
57.200
17.67
57.600
21.33
57.800
19.33
51.850
18.20
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Washington, D.C., Constitution

10th
12th
14th
15th
18th
Avg.

Avenue -- Control
~il~e & Accident Data
Volume
ADT/1000
~
8.00
39.200
19.00
61.700
79.200
29.00
59.900
16.33
500500
4.33
58.100
15.33

Washington, D.C., Pennsylvania Avenue-- Control
~01ume & Accident Data
Volume
Intersections
ADT/1000
Accidents
9th
65.6
14.33
10th
51.5
7.00
llth & D
51.1
8.67
12~
62.6
8.00
13th
45.5
9.33
14t3a
75.900
21.33
15th & E
63.300
15.33
19.00
15th &NY
59.000
17th
53.800
21.67
18th & H
46.000
10.00
19th & H
52.300
20.00
20th &I
55.700
12.67
21st & I
50.500
7.67
22nd
46.200
5.00
24th
31.600
12.67
25th
44.700
12o33
26th
36.900
12.67
29th & M
14.00
40.600
Avg.
51.822
12.87
Washington, D.C., L Street

m Control
Volume & Accident
Volume

Data

Acddeau

12th
13th
I4th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
2oth
21st
Avg.

31.600
31.400
43.400
35.900
39.500
37.100
36.200
34.300
34.000
32.500
35.590

9.67
18.67
15.00
10.33
15.33
9.00
14.67
11.00
8.00
7.67
11.93

Accident Rate
#Accident/
Volum~
0.20
0.31
0.37
0.27
0.09
0.25

Accidents,
pedestrian
only

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.

Accident Rate
#Accident/

Accidents,
pedestrian

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/Vol.

Accidents,
pedestrian

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.

0.22
0.14
0.17
0.13
0.21
0.28
0.24
0.32
0.40
0.22
0.38
0.23
0.15
0.11
0.40
0.28
0.34
0°34
0.25

Accident Rate
#Accident/

&~d_EoL
0.3 I
0.59
0.35
0.29
0.39
0.24
0.41
0.32
0.24
0.24
0.34

Washington, D.C., I Street -- Control
Accident Rate
#Accident/

Volume
13th
14th
15th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st

27.900
38.000
26.700
35.500
25.200
17.300
55.700
50.500

8.67
12.00
8.00
12.67
5.67
3.67
12.67
7.67
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0.31
0.32
0.30
0.36
0.22
0o21
0.23
0.15

Accidents,
pedestrian
only

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/Vol.

Louisville, Kentucky, Southern Parkway-- Boulevard
Volume& Accident Data
Volume
A~cidents
~
Whitney
10.939
5.50
Florence
17.834
7.67
SouthernHts.
16.700
7.33
Ashland
14.989
5.17
Woodlawn
17.111
10.67
NewCut/Taylor
25.691
11.67
17.211
Avg.
8.00

Accident Rate
#Accident/
Vol~e
0.50
0.43
0.44
0.34
0.62
0,45
0.47

Accidents,
pedestrian
onlvv

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/Vol,

Louisville) Kentucky,Third Street -- ControI
Volume& Accident Data
Volume
ADT/I000
~
Whitney
12.185
11.83
Florence
20.252
9.00
Southern Hts
18.533
14.00
Wellington
16.433
8.83
Woodlawn
16.330
31.67
15.282
14.50
~emly
Avg.
16.503
14.97

Accident Rate
#Accident/
Volume
0.97
0.44
0.76
0.54
1.94
0.95
0.93

Accidents,
pedestrian
only

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/Vol.

Chico, The Esplanade-- Boulevard
Volume& Accident Data
Volume
Intersections
Accidents
~
Memorial
26.900
4.70
Wist
24.200
6.30
E 3rd
24.200
1.70
E 5th
24.500
7.30
E 7th
24.500
5.30
E 9th
24.500
3.70
Avg.
24.800
4.83

AccidentRate
#Accident/
Volume
0.17
0.26
0.07
0.30
0.22
0.15
0,19

Accidents,
pedestrian

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Pedo
Acc/Vol.

Chico, Mangrove Avenue-- Control
Volume& Accident Data
Volume
ADT/1000
~
VaUenprpsa
18.900
6.30
W1st
22.5001
0.30
E 3rd
22.250
3.30
E 5th
22.000
2.30
E 7th
23.250
1.00
E 9tJh
24.500
0.67
Avg.
22,233
3,98

AccidentRate
#Accident/
Volume
0.33
0.46
0.15
0.10
0,04
0.03
0,18

Accidents,
pedestrian

Ped.Acc.
Rate, Ped.
Acc/Vol.
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